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Abstract
A majority of modern studies of Erik Satie’s Trois Gnossiennes seem to consider the French
composer’s early piano music as a form of anti-Wagnerian nihilism. This view is
misinformed. From Ravel’s first staging of Satie’s early piano music at the Société Musicale
Indépendante in 1910, to John Cage’s lecture on the ‘Defence of Satie’ in 1948, composers
from both waves of the modernist period (1890-1914 and post 1940s) have often given too
much attention to Satie’s apparently anti-romantic and anti-Germanic mentality, failing to
consider his early symbolist identity in the French fin de siècle. As a result, numerous studies
today examine Satie as a precursor to the light-hearted nihilism of Les Six, Dadaism and the
later John Cage.
However, this dissertation argues that Satie’s initial behaviour in the fin de siècle period may
have been influenced by mysticism, closely associated with the ideals of late-romanticism.
Examining the period 1886-1893 (the years of Satie’s youth), this thesis offers a
reinterpretation of some of the primary characteristics of Satie’s early piano music, taking
into consideration the contextual evidence available on the anti-establishment of Montmartre.
In this case, Satie’s aim was to use symbolist means to resist modern rationality, while also
ascetically restraining himself from the grandiose subjectivity of late-romantic rhetoric.
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Introduction

This thesis reinterprets the primary characteristics of the early piano music of the French
composer, Erik Satie. As a relatively obscure composer in Montmartre circles of the late
1880s and early 1890s, Satie became known for his quirky cabaret attitude and his nonbourgeois preoccupations, a response perhaps to the commercialism of the Parisian artistic
establishment.1 In a period in which concert goers remained fascinated by the spiritual
qualities inherent in Wagner’s grandiose rhetoric, the as yet unheard French composer
defiantly broke away, composing miniaturist piano works ‘stripped’ of subjectivity and
harmonic development. For these reasons, scholars have often positioned him as a precursor
to later modernist developments, such as Ortega’s 1920s avant-garde theories,2 Dada, Les Six
and John Cage.

However, this thesis argues that early musicology from the 1940s has largely misunderstood
Satie’s initial ‘cultivation of minimalist aesthetics’, and that this misunderstanding still
appears in musicology today.3 Numerous studies take too lightly Satie’s initial symbolist
behaviour, mixing the composer’s ‘Satiean spirit’ with the late-1940s ‘Cagian’ ideas of John
Cage’s New School.4 It may seem that Satie’s aesthetic based on ‘emptiness’ approximates
John Cage’s anti-Wagnerian and anti-Germanic modernist identity, and that his critique of art
and society was ironical and rather playful.5 But there also seems to be a contradiction. In the
early 1890s, Satie participated in the kind of symbolism that was closely aligned to lateromantic and post-Wagnerian mysticism. His occultist swing towards the idealist novelist,
Joséphin Péladan and his Rosicrucian sect (1891), along with the formation of L'Église
1
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Métropolitaine d'Art de Jésus Conducteur (1893), which coincided with the publication of the
precariously titled Trois Gnossiennes (1889-1893), suggests that the French composer was
quite eager to isolate himself from society in the fin de siècle’s mysticism.

This warrants further investigation. It is exactly because this modern mysticism forms a
transitional period between late-romanticism and early modernism that Satie has a rather
ambiguous early identity. The misunderstanding seems to stem from the fact that Erik Satie
came to prominence late in life, when Parisian modernism and the avant-garde were in full
swing. Maurice Ravel, who performed the composer’s early piano music at the Société
Musicale Indépendante in 1910, brought the composer from relative obscurity to the focus of
the Parisian elite avant-garde, the New French School of Fauré, Debussy and Ravel.
This change in direction is important to highlight. Satie revelled in his stardom, becoming
more eccentric, critiquing society on a rather more fundamental level. He moved towards
extreme nihilistic experiments in the humorous piano suites (1913-1917) and Musique
d’Ameublement (1920) as well as becoming the father figure to Poulenc and Les Six (1920).6
The latter group treated Satie as their precursory ‘Prince of Musicians’.7

Satie’s

eccentricities, caught up in 1920s modernism, swiftly became associated with Dadaism. It
may have been in this context that the American composer John Cage discovered Satie’s
musical eccentricities in late 1940s New York.8 Under Cage’s influence, the French
composer’s eccentricities would become part of the New School’s response to Darmstadt’s
neo-Viennese modernism.

6
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Cage brought Satie to the attention of the postwar American avant-garde across the
arts and promoted his aesthetic as a powerful alternative to more hermetic modes of
modernism – an antidote to the control-orientated approaches of Schoenberg, Boulez
and Stockhausen.9

As this thesis will investigate, Cage’s 1940s ideas were radically more avant-garde than Erik
Satie’s early experiments in the fin de siècle period.

This study owes a debt to the recent Satie scholar, Mary E. Davis, whose informative
‘Critical Lives’ biography has encouraged diverse interpretations of Erik Satie’s past, and
whose concise documentation of Satie’s youth will be referred to throughout. As this study
will discover, in the period from 1886 to 1893 there is room to re-interpret the initial ideas of
Satie’s early piano works. Early pieces such as the Ogives (1886), the Sarabandes (1887), the
Gymnopédies (1888) and the Trois Gnossiennes (1889-1893) were not dada-inspired. These
works have become re-contextualised over time.
Methodology and Synopsis
In order to establish the context of Satie’s reception by John Cage in the late 1940s the first
chapter will begin by sketching the role subjectivity played in Western art music from the
late eighteenth and early nineteenth century onwards. It will highlight the rise of both the
rational bourgeoisie and the romantic subject, before discussing the anti-subjective avantgarde reaction of Cage and allegedly, Satie. Second, the chapter will discuss John Cage’s
reading of Erik Satie and promote an opposing theory, taking into account the French
composer’s early mysticism.

9
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In the second chapter, the thesis will revisit the context of fin de siècle Paris, initially
exploring the Parisian musical establishment and its relationship with the rational, republican
philosophy of the rising bourgeoisie in Third Republic France. The chapter will outline the
exponential increase in irrational Wagnerism, which will form the foundational context for
Satie’s early mysticism.
Chapter 3 will survey the context of mysticism in the fin de siècle’s transitional period
between late-romanticism and early modernism, examining Erik Satie’s initial composing
career in the fin de siècle. The chapter will investigate the two popular bohemian styles of
thought, la blague and le recherché, which characterise much of the satirical and allegorical
artwork of Montmartre. Second, the chapter will propose that Satie’s inherently unorthodox
musical style was a result of his fascination with the mysticism of the medieval and Hellenic
past.
Finally, citing all previous research, chapter four will examine Satie and his Trois
Gnossiennes (1890), discussing how their misunderstood identity may be linked more with le
recherché’s religious mysticism. Using original sources, the chapter will show how the Trois
Gnossiennes’ symbolical content takes into account the wave of exotic folk music that had
fascinated many French composers after the Universal Exposition in 1889, and the back-lash
of religious art sects that were established during secular society’s ‘religious’ revival. It will
provide sufficient evidence to suggest that Erik Satie was ascetically restraining his
subjective identity in reaction both to commercialism as to the grandiose rhetoric of lateromanticism. Evidently this will highlight the purity, distinction and authenticity that Satie
strove to emphasise in his early piano music of the fin de siècle period.

5

Chapter 1
Art as a Subject: John Cage and Satie’s Ascetic Self

6

Since the emergence of the modern individual in the ‘enlightenment period’, Western art
music has come to embody aspects of our subjectivity. As a result, art music has often been
distinguished for its ability to represent fundamental human ideals. However, citing Adorno
and Eagleton, this section will begin to understand the context of the crucial anti-subjective
mentality of the avant-garde in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. It will
highlight how the negation of subjectivity has been explored in the two waves of modernism
(1890-1914 and post-1940s), the total nihilism of John Cage, but long before that, the
asceticism of Erik Satie.

7

During the ‘enlightenment’ period (the eighteenth century), humanity learnt to rationalise
symbols and govern principles for its own ends. Rational intellectuals began to evaluate
knowledge, favour modern reason over authority, modern science over superstition. Most
importantly, the individual began to learn how to rationalise nature. No longer viewed as a
primitive artefact, art inherited the modern subject’s freedom and expressive value. 10 Music
was not a craft as such and dedicated to a religious function, but a language and a concept. It
had the capacity to sound human, to reflect on fundamental human ideas. It could elaborate
on a subject’s spontaneity, freedom, autonomy, or perhaps go further and emphasise the
irrational romanticist’s ‘wondrous ideal of the infinite’.11 For Terry Eagleton in The Ideology
of the Aesthetic, this new found freedom of thought coincided with the rise of the rational
bourgeoisie and its counterculture, the romanticists.
With the emergence of the early bourgeoisie, aesthetic concepts (some of them of
distinguished historical pedigree) began to play, however tacitly, an unusually central,
intensive part in the constitution of a dominant ideology. Conceptions of the unity and
integrity of the work of art, for example, are commonplaces of an ‘aesthetic’
discourse which stretched back to classical antiquity; but what emerges from such
familiar notions in the late eighteenth century is the curious idea of the work of art as
a kind of subject.12

The ‘enlightenment’ bourgeoisie employed the aesthetic in order to govern art with a set of
moral values. However, for romanticism during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries, art could allow the individual to re-access the ‘metaphysical’ and transcend everyday existence. Kevin Korsyn in Decentering Music notes that ‘the artwork was called on to

10
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play an ideological role beyond the power of any artefact’. 13 As a result, romanticism’s
rhetoric became closely associated with feelings and inner emotions.14

The Negation of Subjectivity

This concept is important to consider in relation to the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century avant-garde. One perceived fault of romanticism by the time of the first modernist
period (the fin de siècle period through to the pre-World War 1 European avant-garde) was
the crudeness of its rhetoric. As the poet Ezra Pound once stated, ‘the whole flaw of
“emotional music”’ is that it must have ‘more noise each time, or this effect, this impression
which works from the outside, in from the nerves and sensorium upon the self – is no use, its
effect is constantly weaker and weaker’.15 For example, Wagner’s endless melodies, as well
as his sensuous, emotional harmonies had reached their expressive limitations. As Adorno
commented in the The Philosophy of Modern Music, the inwardness of romantic subjectivity
contradicted the individual’s true social reality, that of suffering and oppression.
Adorno, like many of the European modernist theorists, was particularly critical of
humanity’s increasing domination of nature, a consequence of urbanisation and capitalism.
Autonomy had raised art so that it was interesting in itself, hence the notion of art religion.
However, at the same time, art via the bourgeoisie had gathered a dual status. It was also a
commodity to be bought and sold. For Adorno, commodification had now become the
dominating, ‘chief regulator’ of art. Gestures of subjective expression had become
mechanical clichés. The real truth in the duality of the modern subject’s ‘degenerated

13
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ideology’ was the false preoccupation with apocalyptical and metaphysical late-romantic
ideals.16
For Adorno, individuals were now forced to liquidate their modern spontaneity. This
involved manipulating and restraining the subjective. Western art music could then be
reinterpreted within its social tradition (the universal) and re-connected with the subject’s
truth.17 This truth was not freedom but suffering, the revelation that the individual is isolated
by alienation. In order to negate the modern subject, the subject must ‘think against itself’,18
self-contradicting the virtues of thought that were developed in the ‘enlightenment period’.
As we will discover in Satie’s career in the fin de siècle period, thinking against oneself was
already an idea being explored in the 1890s. The emotive content of his music was being
deliberately restrained.
By the time of John Cage and his experimental avant-garde mentality in the late 1940s,
negation took on a different form. As Eagleton states, ‘the subject gradually implodes into
some empty, mechanical conformity’.19 Rather than distinguishing his art from nature, Cage
mocked the aesthetic tradition by reintegrating his art with nature. As we will discover,
Cage’s significance in modern music and musicology has re-contextualised Satie’s initial
symbolist means. Satie’s early ideas, polarised against the ‘old music’ of late 1940s New
York, have been exaggerated.

16
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John Cage and the late 1940s Reception of Satie
[Satie’s] limited body of compositions [were viewed as] laboratory examples for
others to emulate and develop.20

Cage’s interest in Erik Satie lies significantly in the French composer’s unconventional
approach to composing, presented best of all in his Dadaistic attitude in the 1920s. After
Satie’s scandalous musical collaboration with the poet Jean Cocteau in the ballet Parade
(1917), the French composer’s musical methods became closely associated with
Apollinaire’s term L’esprit nouveau (1917).21 Jean Cocteau upheld Satie’s stripped down
approach as a model for the young avant-garde to follow, shaping the understanding of Satie
during the 1920s. In his manifesto Le Coq et l’arlequin (1918), Cocteau praised the
innovation of Satie’s ideas which provided ‘young musicians with a teaching that [did] not
imply the desertion of their own originality’, in contrast to the music of Wagner, Stravinsky
and Debussy.22 Evidently, Satie’s use of silence and simplicity had created a ‘clear road upon
which everyone [was] free to leave [their] own imprint’.23

Now, while Debussy delicately spreads his feminine grace, strolling with Stéphane
Mallarme in the Garden of the Infanta, Satie continues on his little classic path. He
arrives here today, young among the young, at last finding his place [...].24

John Cage may have been influenced by Cocteau’s appropriation of Satie for this earlier
Parisian avant-garde, particularly this anti-conventional role that Cocteau associates with
Satie’s music. Robert Orledge wrote in Satie the Composer how Cage was most enthused by
Satie’s unorthodox musical language, presenting structure as ‘blocks of sound of [a]
20
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predetermined length’ and promoting non-development as a social experiment based around
‘boredom’, replacing ‘traditional signposts like climaxes with stasis’.25 As Alan Gillmor
similarly states in his biography of Satie, Cage discovered that the French composer’s music
was ‘quiet, precise, and direct [...] fresh and new-born, devoid of rhetoric’, a music that
removed the late-romantic subject’s ‘preoccupation with the sublime’.26 This supports
Michael Nyman’s portrayal of the two composers in an article published in The Musical
Times (1973). Cage chose in the 1940s to imitate ‘many features in common with Satie:
melody-modality, stasis, flatness of movement [...] and unpretentiousness’.27
More recently, scholars such as Matthew Shlomowitz (1999), alongside Nicholas Fogwell’s
website Satie-Archives, have begun to question Cage’s reading of Satie, asking ‘how Cage
has affected Satie’s place in history’.28 Shlomowitz concludes in his investigation of the two
composers that ‘Cage was a committed enthusiast of Satie’s work, and the many people that
have taken an interest in Cage have also taken an interest in his interests’. He continues by
stating that ‘Cage’s engagement with Satie was extensive, and involved every aspect of his
musical life - as a writer, composer, pianist, and concert organizer’.29 This would suggest that
Cage’s reading of Satie was rather personal. Shlomowitz notes earlier in the article that
‘Cage’s radical interpretation of Satie's music [...] does not seem to have been supported by
anyone else’.30 As an example, he cites Music Ho! A Study of Music in Decline, a book
written in Britain ten years earlier by the composer and conductor Constant Lambert. In
Lambert’s chapter on Satie, the French composer is praised for his apparent neo-classicism.

25
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Lambert wrote that ‘in Socrate and other works [Satie] was able to achieve a classical calm
that was in no way due to pastiche, because there had always been a classical element in his
work’.31 As Shlomowitz stresses, both these contrasting interpretations present ‘very
personal’, influential views on the French composer.32

However, they also vary

tremendously.
John Cage’s late 1940s Social Context
As Joseph Kerman points out in his text Contemplating Music, after the ‘major development’
of music in the initial modernist period (pre-First World War), the ‘second phase of
modernism [post-World War II] erupted with remarkable speed’, ‘virtually every aspect of
music

was

transformed’.33

While

the

‘continental

avant-garde’

celebrated

the

institutionalisation of pre-war European serialism as well as experiments in total serialism, a
‘strain’ of the American avant-garde ‘content to continue working at home’, began to
discover their own experimental attitudes.34 This new accessibility of non-institutionalised
attitudes ‘coincided with a surge of interest in Cage, indeterminacy, minimalism [...] writings
in the form of lectures, non-lectures, squibs, interviews, and ‘silences’’’.35
Kerman’s argument notes how ‘musical life’ in the American concert hall was polarised
‘between the old and the new’.36 Like the pre-war modernists in Europe who wanted to
preserve high-art from ‘ephemeral’ society,37 Cage’s radical avant-gardism opposed the
‘vigorous revival’ of commercialised neo-classicism, now reproduced for the record player.
‘The left accused symphony orchestras, opera companies, and other standard concert
31
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institutions of turning themselves into museums, museums without modern wings’.38 Cage
took it on himself to remove the subject from its position in aesthetics and ideology,
essentially ‘debunking’ the commercial status of high-art.
Cage’s Erik Satie
How may this have affected the reception of Satie? In order to answer this, the chapter will
examine extracts from Cage’s literary output, ‘Defence of Satie’, ‘Satie Controversy’, ‘More
Satie’ and ‘Silence’. It will evaluate Cage’s thoughts on Erik Satie and compare the
composition of Cage’s String Quartet with Satie’s Sarabande No.1. One of Cage’s most
high-profile reflections on Satie appears in ‘Silence’ from 1961. Here Cage wrote:
To be interested in Satie one must be disinterested to begin with, accept that a sound
is a sound and a man is a man, give up illusions about ideas of order, expressions of
sentiment, and all the rest of our inherited aesthetic claptrap.39

Citing Satie’s Musique d’Ameublement (1920), Cage argued that Satie’s objective had been
to give ‘consideration to the sounds of knives and forks’, that is, to allow ‘the street noises’ to
enter into his work.40 His musical structures were designed to allow nature to replace the role
of the composer. This concept is significant. As Nyman notices, the French composer’s idea
of environmental noise and Cage’s own were very different.
For Satie, furniture music would be “part of the noises of the environment”,
whereas for Cage the noises of the environment are part of his music [...] Cage
[became] concerned with society on a rather fundamental level.41

38
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It would seem that Satie’s compositional style was often portrayed by Cage as the foundation
to his own experiments. As Pasler states in her article ‘Inventing a Tradition’, ‘the point is
not what Satie did, but how Cage uses the Satie example to help him define [musical]
structure’.42 These environmental associations occupied a key role for Cage in removing the
subject from his music, a move originating in the 1948 ‘Defence of Satie’ lecture Cage
organised at Black Mountain College. Here Cage set up a position for Satie as a precursor to
his own contemporary musical thought. He opened with a description of the ‘contemporary’
in modern art, outlining a theory that would bring together the polarised views of ‘new and
old music’.
A most salient feature of contemporary art is the fact that each artist works as he sees
fit, and not in accordance with widely agreed-upon procedures. Whether this state of
affairs pleases or displeases us is not exactly clear from a consideration of modern
clichés of thought. On the one hand, we lament what we call the gulf between artist
and society, between artist and artist, and we praise [...] the unanimity of opinion out
of which arose a Gothic cathedral, an opera by Mozart, a Balinese combination of
music and dance. [...] For I suspect that our admiring two opposite positions, that of
the traditional artist and that of the individualist, indicates a basic need in us for this
pair of opposites.43

This passage emphasised the common ground between ‘traditionalists’ and individualists’,
identifying the principles of music that should be concrete in law, and the principles of music
that should be left to interpretation. His objective was to reintegrate the two opposites so that
an art might be created that would be ‘paradoxical in that it reflects both unanimity of
thought and originality of thought’.44 He discovered that structure is always necessary in
order for music to be distinguished ‘from non-being’.45 This was the principal, most
important characteristic of music. On the other hand, form, material and method should not

42
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be agreed upon, since form particularly was ‘purely a matter of the heart’. 46 Satie as a pioneer
of non-harmonic development was praised by Cage for reconciling ‘law and freedom, in a
random world situation’.47 As Cage wrote, comparing the compositional style of the
traditionalist, Beethoven to the individualist, Satie:
Before Beethoven wrote a composition, he planned its movement from one key to
another – that is he planned its harmonic structure. Before Satie wrote a piece, he
planned the lengths of its phrases.48

For Cage, Satie’s pre-planned phrase lengths based on measuring lengths of time - hence,
structured around rhythm - allowed incongruent, non-human sounds to exist autonomously,
escaping the egoism of the Western subjective ‘idea’.49 This was in contrast to the ‘harmonic
structure’ evident in Beethoven’s tonality, which he saw as a style occurring at the same time
as Western materialism, and therefore, never an authentic origin of music.50 His disdain for
the ideal that drove the romanticism of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century was
noticeable. Mocking the common perception of traditionalists that Beethoven’s music was
the most superior musical thought, Cage proceeded to explain that in Satie’s music, ‘the most
fundamental’ and ‘necessary partner to sound’ was duration.51 Duration sustained sound
beyond its harmonic structure, beyond the subject’s control. It was a silence measured ‘in
terms of time lengths’. Using duration as ‘the necessary partner of sound’, 52 Cage could ‘free
himself from the trap of Western harmonic practice’.53 Sounds would then simply exist as
sounds, free from the composer’s authority. These sounds could then ‘annul the separation of
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art and life’, creating an art form synonymous with nature.54 The effect is apparent earliest in
Cage’s String Quartet in Four Parts (1949).55

54
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Ex.1:‘Nearly Stationary’
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One of Cage’s last non-aleatoric compositions, the String Quartet uses a gamut of predesigned sonorities, designed to subordinate melody to harmony. The result is a musical
system stripped of traditional Western phrasing and sensuality. As James Pritchett notes in
his study of John Cage, ‘the quartet (particularly the third movement) has that overall mood
of austerity and understated beauty found in Satie’.56 Evidently, Cage’s objective here was ‘to
divorce harmony from voice leading’ to ‘produce a succession of harmonies that is truly
freed from structural responsibility’.57 As Pritchett notes, the third movement in particular,
replicates the ‘static expressiveness’ that Erik Satie had exposed.58 However, this effect,
while un-personal, may not have been Satie’s fundamental idea in his initial piano music.
Ex.2: Sarabande No.1 (1887) bars 1-8.

56
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For instance, behind the complexity of accidentals in Satie’s Sarabande No.1, Orledge notes
that there remains a ‘highly expressive’ content ‘full of dramatic contrast’, not quite as alien
to subjective expression as Cage might have insisted.59 This Sarabande reflects Satie’s initial
use of traditional expressiveness alongside modern anarchy. Taruskin notes that it is
‘faithfully cast in old “baroque” dance forms (two or three repeated “strains,” with repetitions
fully if needlessly written out rather than marked with repeat signs’) but that it is ‘at once
more up-to-date’.60
We can also see that Satie was employing unresolved seventh and ninth chords, something
that only Chabrier had previously been documented as doing in Le Roi Malgré Lui (1887).61
The tonal dissonances are the major novelty of the Sarabandes. The non-resolving ‘dissonant
chords’ are presented like consonances. Taruskin observes that ‘not one of these intervals
resolves according to traditional voice leading - ‘they are harmonically stable, making the
music they inhabit harmonically static’. As a result ‘the “cadential imperative” [of
romanticism] is weakened – and with it, the power of music to represent desire’.62 This
music discourages the romantic and subjective association with emotional content, along with
the common Germanic technique of ‘half-step relations’. As Taruskin argues, Satie was
‘ridding [the] music of its harmonic glue’.63
But these conclusions are perhaps not entirely justified. Taruskin is trying to show how
Satie’s early compositions relate to the later 1920s avant-garde theories of Ortega, that is, in
so far as they avoid subjectivity, ‘consider art as play’ and ‘dehumanize art’.64 But the latter
seems too strong a term. If anything, Satie would seem to be creating more sensuality by
59
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employing innovative but warm, dissonant sounding chords. The opening passage concludes
on a cadence of a sort, with the B double flat major chord. The visual novelty of the double
flats on paper masks the conventionality of the modal progression. Taruskin notes how this
could not be linked to subjective desire because bar 7’s leading note is ‘suppressed’. Instead
of A flat, Satie flattens it to an A double flat.65 But as Orledge notes, ‘Satie's procedures had
stronger links with the past than he cared to admit’. He observes how ‘each of the three
Sarabandes begins and ends with the same perfect fifth on the tonic in the bass’.66
Furthermore, we will find that after re-writing bar 7 and 8 in D major, these additional double
flats are no longer necessary. This would suggest that Satie was deliberately trying to
camouflage the conventionality of Sarabande No.1.
Ex.3: Sarabande No.1, bars 7-8 re-written in D major
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In contrast to Cage’s clear ‘dehumanizing’ avant-garde stance in his String Quartet, Satie’s
music seems less sure of itself. It may have been gesturing towards the mysticism of latenineteenth century symbolism. The additional accidentals could be ‘an aspect of the
preference for the esoteric’, perhaps a method employed to mystify the performer’s
perception of this music.67 Stefan Jarocinski suggested a similar opinion in his study of
Debussy’s early symbolism.
He [Debussy] either assembles the sounds in more or less homogenous groups, or else
allows them to create disorder in combinations which have long been considered
respectable, and in this way throws new light upon both momentary and more durable
associations of sounds, continually changing their expressive values, and preventing
them from establishing themselves or assuming an ‘identity’.68

Using a perverse and anti-rote musical language, Satie forces the performer to be unable to
grasp the music’s harmonic identity. As we will discover, Satie abstracted the subject leaving
behind ‘symbols of [the subject’s] meaning’, but ‘not the meaning itself’. 69 Orledge notes that
the fluidity of these unresolved seventh and ninth chords implies that Satie ‘secretly loved
sensuous harmonies, for all his outward iconoclasm’.70
‘Satie Controversy’: Art, Life and Ambiguity.
To continue this investigation of Cage’s reconfiguration of Satie’s identity we can analyse
the American’s writings of 1951. At this point in time, Cage was moving away from Satie’s
piano music and towards aleatoric composition, that is, towards what Nyman describes as an
art that incorporated nature as content. However, Cage did continue to take an interest in the
legacy of Satie, engaging in a polemical argument with the critic Abraham Skulsky in two
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articles, ‘Satie Controversy’ and ‘More Satie’ published in Musical America (December 15th
1950 and April 1st 1951). The argument originated from Skulsky’s initial comments which
labelled Satie as a technically inept humorist. He discussed how the composer’s preference
for the absurd, left him largely ignored. Satie wrote only for himself, ‘he became immured in
an ivory tower’, ‘not only [ignoring] conventions’ but also ‘any real or imagined audience’.
In this sense Skulsky positioned Satie in the modernist bracket: he was a composer who had
many a great idea, but whose isolation from society caused him to have little significance for
‘today’s serious audience’.71 Cage responded by criticising Skulsky’s perception of the
modern artist.
Art when it is art as Satie lived it and made it is not separate from life [...] Satie never
lived in an ivory tower [...] there is nothing in life from which he separates himself.72

This statement, like the earlier passage from Silence proves that from Cage’s perspective,
Satie was a vital precursor to his own anti-art nihilism. Skulsky, reminding the reader of his
position as a critic, emphasised Cage’s failure to consider the ‘historical development’ of
Satie’s compositional career. ‘The latter [Cage] tends to regard the works of the former as
musically valid in themselves’.73 He stated how it was a critic’s job to find out the contextual
truth, while the composer adopts the precursor in order to find ‘creative impetus towards the
achievement of his own ideals’.74 Cage’s response continued to defend his understanding of
Satie. ‘Art is not a business [...] art is a way of life. It is for all the world like taking a bus,
picking flowers [...] ad infinitum.’75 But the evidence of Sarabande No.1 would suggest that
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Satie may have initially been building symbolist barriers between himself and his
environment. Skulsky recognised the importance of reading Satie in relation to his time.
The point here is to lend this opinion new emphasis. The British critic David Drew noted in
his article ‘Modern French Music’ (1961), that Satie’s whole work is characterised by some
form of symbolical ‘violence’ that ambiguously mystifies his music’s identity.
Sometimes it is implicit in a cruel juxtaposition of opposed tonalities, but more often
it is indefinable in technical terms. I do not feel that this violence is incompatible with
a religious sense which is not to be found anywhere in Debussy.76

He suggested that Satie may have been more interested in the ideas of music from the preenlightenment, before the rise of the rational and romantic subject.
If we regard the Sarabandes as melodically rather than harmonically conceived, we
can rid ourselves of the sensuous associations which Debussy has given to this type of
harmony, and are able to see its affinities with the austere church music of the Middle
Ages and Renaissance. 77

This proposes that Satie’s music could not be easily rationalised, that Satie may have
engaged with mysticism in order to confound rational notions of expression. His music is
‘never explicitly gay or explicitly sad, never wholly abstract or wholly descriptive.’ With this
in mind, we ‘find ourselves in the presence of a mystery that is beyond analysis’.78 In keeping
with this notion, the recent Satie scholar, Noel Orillo Verzosa writes in his PhD thesis on
French music and modernism that Satie’s ideal can be located in ‘a musical purity founded
on emptiness’.79 For Verzosa, Satie proceeded to break down traditional expressive barriers
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and reinvent them in new guises, progressively translating his music over time from the
realm of mysticism towards the realm of modernist realism, with the advent of the twentieth
century. Verzosa considers Satie to be a ‘mystic from beginning to end’, not so much dehumanizing art, as making it more mysterious.80
There are many parallels here with our own study. Satie’s anti-subjectivity may be more
complex than Cage declared. One way to try to understand this subjective ambiguity is to
compare Satie’s music to the pictorial arts. His early piano music is often compared in style
and idea to the early work of the symbolist painter, Puvis de Chavannes.81
Ex.4: Chavannes’ Doux Pays (1882).
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Ex.5: Extract from Gymnopédie No.1 (1888).

An initial study of Satie’s Gymnopédies by Rollo Myers (1948) noted that Satie was possibly
imitating Chavannes. ‘Satie [...] intended to suggest (perhaps with some fresco by Puvis de
Chavannes [...]) the tracing of some graceful arabesque by naked boys dancing under an
early-morning sky’.82 The use of clean, diatonic scales and simple, static phrases perhaps
implies a form of nostalgia for a simpler, purer past. A study of Chavannes’ Doux Pays by
the art historian Levin states how the painting aims to reconcile modern humanity with past
nature. ‘Through their labor’ (‘the fruits of which are enjoyed by the figures at the left’), the
family are reconciled with nature by a weekend away, reminding the viewer of a peaceful,
harmonious past.83 In T J Clark’s study of modernism, he remarks on how Chavannes links
the French countryside to allegory by presenting his paintings as dreamy, non-decorative
ideals, full of sensation and submission, distracting the viewer from modern politics and
social disillusionment.84 The key feature here is the emphasis on the modern individual’s
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harsh endeavours. Obtaining tranquillity is not possible without austerity. Levin notes that the
‘pleasure achieved through labor in a preindustrial utopia is a languid lassitude, puritanical
and passionless, a respite from the mechanized energies of industrial existence’.85 Chavannes’
pastoral paintings pronounced clear social and moral goals.
Conclusion: Satie’s Ascetic Self
The Chavannes comparison does not support Cage’s argument that Satie was creating art ‘not
separate from life’. Instead, the Chavannes example highlights the nostalgic, spiritual value
that may have been connected with Satie’s early piano music in the fin de siècle. The clean,
restrained compositional style can be interpreted as a form of asceticism. As Gavin Flood
explains in The Ascetic Self:
Asceticism refers to a range of habits or bodily regimes designed to restrict or
reverse the instinctual impulse of the body and to an ideology that maintains that in so
doing a greater good or happiness can be achieved.86

In this case, by empting out possible impurities ‘the ascetic appropriates the tradition to his or
her self-narrative’.87 Satie, restricting the expressive value of his musical work, can liberate
his compositions and develop ‘humility and detachment’ from the material world.88 Hence,
Satie’s early piano music may be better described as static rather than natural, ascetic rather
than objective. It may well have a spiritual implication that suggests more than ‘just sounds’
‘folk tunes’ and ‘unresolved ninth chords’.89 In contrast to John Cage’s late 1940s nihilism,
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we can propose that Satie’s early music employs symbolism in order to ‘see the truth’ in past
civilisation and ‘suggest the nature of that experience’.90
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Chapter 2
The Third Republic: Towards the Modern Ca. 1870-1890

29

In order to understand the context of Erik Satie’s fin de siècle period, we must first outline
earlier events that account for the revival of mysticism in the 1890s. The dates chosen, 18701890, take into account a variety of social changes that marked the legacy of the Third
Republic, from the rise of both the bourgeoisie and mass culture, the democratisation and
rationalisation of Western art music, to the aristocratic reaction and the rising irrational
‘religion’ of Post-Wagnerism.

30

The Third Republic

The Third Republic was established on 2 September 1870, two days after Louis-Napoleon
Bonaparte’s capture at the Battle of Sedan during the Franco-Prussian War. Significantly, on
19 September 1870, Paris was taken siege by the Prussian and German armies. They
remained present until the signing of the Frankfurt Treaty on 10 May 1871. 91 The social and
economical ramifications of this were quite startling. France was forced to accept Germany
as the new economic power-house of Europe, while also conceding the regional borders of
Alsace and North Lorraine. As the then republican minister Jules Simon made clear in his
public speech on 26 October 1871:

We have not only material ruins to deplore, but spiritual ruins as well [...] We
have replaced glory with money, work with speculation, loyalty and honor with
skepticism, the battles of parties and doctrines with the competition of interests.92

Initially, the republicans formed a coalition government alongside conservatives from the
monarchist and Catholic parties. Known as the Moral Order, this coalition focussed on
regenerating the collective interests of ‘civic society’. It aimed to reform the ‘Church and
state’ and appoint ‘monarchists and Catholics’ to ‘head the major ministries, including the
Ministry of Public Instruction, Religion, and Fine Arts’. 93 This also included the notable
Academie des Beaux Arts, the central institution for French arts and high culture. These
institutions represented the core values of the Moral Order, ‘order, stability and peace’. 94 It is
worth quoting a passage from Pasler’s study at length, where she establishes the initial
interests of the coalition parties.
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The Moral Order solved the problem of the Republic’s legitimacy by practical
consensus both within rival factions and between them, albeit for contradictory
purposes. Legitimists and conservative Orléanists agreed on the need for another
monarch [...] Whereas Legitimists hoped for a return to the Ancien Régime,
Orleanists wanted to integrate the French monarchy into the modern world [...] A
third elite constituency, the Bonapartists, were nostalgic for the Empire [...] Sharing
an interest in property, social hierarchy, and the Church as a force for social order,
these three constituencies saw a revival of Christianity as “the first condition of the
recovery of France”.95
Republicans had long offered resistance to the various monarchists [...] But the
working classes they wanted to represent were divided, the urban populace pitted
against the peasantry, with the former inclined to social revolution and the latter
opting for stability. Consensus was needed among conservatives (including
Catholics), moderate republicans (the opportunistes), and broad sections of the middle
class.96

For the remainder of the nineteenth century, the republicans worked to abandon the Second
French Empire’s favouritism of aristocracy, wealth, social hierarchy, uniformity and
clericalism. Instead, republicans would establish a new philosophy based on the rising
influence of the rational bourgeoisie.
Citing Jann Pasler’s encyclopaedic study Composing the Citizen, this chapter will discuss
how establishment music changed under the Republic after the decline of economic
wellbeing, military prowess, social status and order. It will explore how the arts became a
medium for regenerating ‘national identity’. Pasler’s study of the Republic depicts a state that
was ‘willing to entertain compromise’, particularly ‘political compromises’.97 This is an
important point. Many of the state’s philosophies derived from a need to satisfy the collective
interests of the divided ‘parties and doctrines’.
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Concert Music in the Early 1870s
The artistic establishment occupied a fundamental role in revitalising the national identity of
‘civic society’. Under the doctrine of utilité publique, establishment music would serve a
political strategy and rejuvenate moral stability, sociability and intellectuality, aiming to remoralise the monarchists, promote Christian worship for the Catholics and re-unite the rural
working classes for the republicans. The republicans highlighted how concert music could be
‘more than merely a frivolous activity of aristocrats or an emblem of monarchical power and
prestige’.98 Its ‘ideas set the terms for a revolution in values – the liberty, equality, and
fraternity that made the people, the working classes, an important part of the nation’.99 Most
importantly, concerts set up and run through the Société des Beaux Arts, as well as the Paris
Conservatoire, focussed on orchestrating repertoires that could ‘knit back together identity
and national unity’.100
As a result, a common method in the 1870s was to orchestrate concert performances that
juxtaposed the ‘great’ composers of la musique classique: Handel, Weber, Mozart and
Beethoven, with the contemporary composers of la musique moderne: Gounod, Massenet,
Thomas, Lenepveu, Dubois, Saint-Saëns, and Franck (along with the recently deceased
Berlioz). Pasler states that ‘such concerts served as useful occasions to learn and practice the
art of comparison’.101 The deliberate clash in periods, a habit ‘developed from the grand opera
since the revolution’,102 emphasised the ‘conflicting ideals’ of the arts in the history of the
French nation. By rationally comparing new and old music, the concert, likened to a museum,
presented a progression of ‘distinctive and admirable’ qualities that reflected the present
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musique moderne.103 For instance, Handel’s oratorios and vocal music, perceived as pure,
masculine and vital, were often imitated by new music. His music’s apparent virtues ‘called
on memory and reason’ to address ‘important educational goals’.104 Fragments of an ‘overture
or symphony’ or a ‘concerto or chamber work’ were played. They provided enough
‘important educational goals’ without challenging ‘listeners with too much of any work’.105
Listeners were encouraged to reflect upon the moral meaning of each work, rather than
allowing music to exist for its own sake.
This enabled la musique moderne to prosper throughout the 1870s. Saint-Saëns’ composers
group, the Société nationale de musique (1871), united under the motto ars gallica, aimed to
support a ‘worthier’ aesthetic perceived in the Great Tradition’s instrumental music.106 French
composers from ‘all political persuasions’, joined together to oppose the elitist, operatic
music of the Second French Empire.107 In Michael Strasser’s study of the Société, he remarks
that ‘the founders of the Société Nationale looked to German masters from Beethoven to
Wagner to light their way’ – their ‘“pure” music emanating from across the Rhine was that of
a strong and vital society’.108 For the Société, instrumental music emphasised the apparent
French qualities of grace and clarity. These virtues gave ‘the people a sense of what it felt
like to inhabit an orderly, well-proportioned space – a just world – if only in their
imaginations’.109 Contemporary ‘French’ music was often praised for its Apollonian qualities,
its imitation of classic Latin values, apparent in Mediterranean classicism, Greco-Roman
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society and Cartesian rationality.110 In this sense, one could describe the Société as an early
supporter of neo-classicism.
As the dust began to settle on the Franco-Prussian War, grace and clarity became
increasingly exploited by republican rationality and bourgeois commercialism. Many rational
intellectuals from the bourgeoisie began to favour ‘compelling alternative’ methods of
analysing music, taking into account ‘reason, progress, pragmatism, and public service’. 111 It
was the bourgeoisie’s influence that led to a majority vote for the republican opportunistes
party in the March 1876 elections, leading to a major change in the direction of the artistic
establishment. Freed from nobility and the Church, establishment music would begin to
utilise and promote ‘bourgeois values in the population’.112
Towards Heterogeneity: Eclecticism of the 1880s
The republican opportunistes encouraged further comparisons between music’s forms and
sensations and society’s moral and political ramifications throughout the 1880s. However,
this time, the republicans stifled the influence of the Catholic Church in state education, as
they began to promote heterogeneity and eclecticism in a secular society.113 This time, rather
than avoiding styles and genres associated with the Ancien Régime, republicans planned to
use these elite ideas to ‘assimilate the aristocratic French past’ into secular society and
‘construct a new history’.114 They hoped that by excavating noble dance forms (the sarabande,
pavane and minuet for example115) and by researching a wealth of forgotten folk tunes, 116
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‘pleasure could be part of a rigorously secular republican morality that found meaning in
leisure activities, a way to connect private experiences with the social good’.117 For example,
by over-emphasising the seductive qualities inherent in ‘feminine’ oratorios and comicoperas, Massenet and Delibes, teachers and composers at the Paris conservatoire, showed
how exaggerating grace, charm and pleasure could bring great commercial success to the
modern composer (both forms were seen as exceptional cases to the Société Nationale de
Musique’s emphasis on strong, masculine themes).118 Massenet’s Manon employs a
melodrama for such a purpose. As Huebner explains in French Opera in the Fin de Siècle,
the melodrama exaggerates the music’s rhetorical emotions, emphasising moments of speech
with ‘sustained harmonies’ that form sensuous, colourful textures.119
Post-Wagnerism and the Establishment Divide
For republican opportunistes, there was a fine line between music that represented the
collective and music that seemed to communicate only to the individual. Arguably this idea
revolves around the political divide that occurred after Wagnerism was introduced to the
Parisian artistic establishment. After the death of Richard Wagner in 1883, the German’s
music became increasingly popular with disillusioned, idealistic artists who sought the ‘last
great exponent of an unusual romantic past’, beyond the rationalism and commercialism of
republican philosophy.120 Pasler explains that ‘listeners sick of materialism flocked to the
Concerts Lamoureux, whose conductor promised escape from bourgeois banality and
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commercialism’. Along with the Revue Wagnerienne set up in 1885, these concerts evaluated
Wagnerism ‘on its own terms’, without the need to rationalise or compare with other ideas.
Rationalisation ‘simply did not work’ because Wagner’s music ‘called on the unfathomable,
the uncontainable, and the incommensurable’.121 The supporters of Wagner yearned for that
‘religious’ spirit of past mythology that modern secular society had failed to consider.
Since Intellectualism was incapable of understanding the real world, it was not
possible to provide an intelligible exposition of the passage from principles to action
without the use of myth. The myth could not be refuted; it was an appeal to a “deeper
consciousness”.122

Republicans in contrast disdained this spirituality. Wagner’s music evoked the wildness of
Dionysian tragedy rather than the ordered principles of Apollonian philosophy.
Republicans distrusted unstructured, formless works as expressions of uncontrolled
emotions. They considered the excesses of romantic individualism elitist and
antidemocratic. 123

From a republican perspective, Wagner’s music’s claim to metaphysical truth, the individual
pursuit towards the ‘will’ of Schopenhauer’s noumenal world, was hostile to the ideal of
social utopia.
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D’Indy and Saint-Saëns
Towards the latter half of the 1880s, Wagner’s ideas and musical rhetoric were often imitated
by composers considered to be either classicist or post-Wagnerian. Although the more
reflective classicists disagreed with aspects of Wagner’s art religion, the German was still
praised for his intellectual subject matter along with his modern rhetoric, ‘extreme
chromaticism and innovative dramatic form’.124 The post-Wagnerian camp of the Société
Nationale de Musique had gradually been gaining prominence, in part due to the aristocratic
composers Vincent d’Indy and his teacher Cesar Franck, as well as Chabrier, Bordes, Duparc
and Chausson. D’Indy, believing that high art should aspire to reach the heights of religion,
portrayed spirituality as ‘the foundation of all art’.125 As Leon Botstein notes, ‘d’Indy sought
to connect music to general metaphysical categories such as passion, charity, hope, and
love’.126
Saint-Saëns and his ‘classicists’, by contrast, supported more classical French compositional
models and ideas. Huebner notes that ‘as early as 1876, Saint-Saëns frankly admitted that he
could not be called a wagnérien, questioning the restrictiveness of musical taste implied in
the term’.127 Bewildered by the ‘uncritical acceptance of everything that the master [Wagner]
produced’,128 Saint-Saëns remarked that Wagner’s total work of art, the Gesamtkunstwerk,
threatened the survival of the French school. His aim was to counterbalance post-Wagnerism
by using music and drama allied with ‘classical models and aesthetic principles’.129 In this
way, the composer could balance the formlessness of Wagnerian rhetoric with structured
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models of grace and harmony. Music should allow the listener to reflect upon imagery and
ideas but not impose one idea on an individual.130
In 1886, the tension between these two composers’ political and artistic views became clearly
apparent. Vincent d’Indy voted in favour of more Wagnerian works at the Société. As Pasler
notes, ‘hoping to alienate Saint-Saëns and take control of the organisation’, d’Indy forced
Saint-Saëns to resign from his position as president.131 The composer then began to plan the
programming of Wagnerian concerts in the Société with the help of the Wagnerian
conductor, Pasdeloup. For d’Indy, Wagner’s music could ‘feed nationalist aspirations’.132
The event also coincided with the creation of symphonies by the two composers. The
symphony, still perceivably ‘the purest and most abstract form of music’, capable of
expressing ‘feelings of the highest order’, was the pinnacle work of a ‘successful’ composer’s
career.133 For d’Indy and Saint-Saëns, their respective symphonies emphasised the growing
divide between classicist and Wagnerian techniques and ideas.
Saint-Saëns’ traditionally titled Third Symphony emphasises all the beauty and grace of a
Beethovenian classicist. It falls into the four traditional movements, although he only marks
out two. This links each half’s two movements together. The music can be treated as an
organic entity, developing a sensuous idea throughout the various movements. This seems
indebted to ‘Liszt’s notion of thematic transformation’.134
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Ex.1: Initial theme of the Third Symphony.

As the initial idea develops, the theme is repeated in turn throughout the orchestra. This
includes both a piano played by two and four hands and an organ, major novelties at the
time.135 According to Pasler, the expansion of the orchestral repertoire was a ‘direct response’
to the maximalist character of Wagnerism. This seems valid. The adagio introduction with its
‘A♭in rising thirds’ suggests an ‘allusion to the opening of [Wagner’s] Last Supper theme’
in Parsifal. The chromatic melody from bar 12 modulates through several keys into an
‘expressive phrase’, eventually being redeemed (à la Parsifal) by a ‘calm and elevated’ ideal
in the Maestoso movement.136
However, it is apparent that Saint-Saëns was trying to create the perfect, most beautiful
symphony, emphasising technicality and virtuosity. As Taruskin notes in his study on the
internationalisation of the symphony, Saint-Saëns’ work reflected the common ‘virtuoso’
mentality of the late nineteenth century, that progress was based on grand gestures of
expression and a superior technique. These ideas ‘offered sensuous and intellectual
gratification’ for the modern individual.137
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On the other hand, d’Indy’s marvellously grand Symphonie sur un chant montagnard evokes
a much stronger nationalist imagery of regional France, taking into account an array of
Wagnerian harmonic techniques. It is formed of three movements: Assez Lent, Assez Modéré
and Animé, after the model of a concerto. Very unusually for a work entitled ‘symphony’, it
features a solo piano. The initial movement follows a traditional sonata form with an
introduction that presents the folk melody and primary material of the entire symphony. The
second movement also follows with slow refrains between the piano and its orchestra. The
final movement is a fast-paced ‘Sonata-Rondo’.138

The real audacity is the harmonic content. Primarily, the piano occupies an un-prominent
role. When employed, it glides over the top of orchestra adding extra texture. This seems to
enhance a predominant idea. As the composer Dukas noted, d’Indy’s three movements
represent the different stages of the mountain air.139 The symphony portrays the distant past
lands of ancestral France through the cyclical reappearance of the opening folk theme.

Ex.2: Folk Theme

Perhaps, d’Indy highlights a spiritual ‘voice by which the mountain itself speaks’. He
employs an array of Wagnerian rhetoric: vast orchestral textures, intervallic leaps, late
resolutions and fragmentation. A primary characteristic of the Wagnerian style is a last
minute resolution after a seemingly endless melodic development. In d’Indy’s symphony, the
138
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transitions often involve fragmentation of material without completing an idea on a clear
cadence. In bar 27 of the first transition into Modérément animé, the trombones suggest that
the symphony is moving into E minor, when in actual fact they lead into a new thematic
transformation.

Ex.3: Bar 26-27 Fragmentation of Material

This is a typical example of a Wagnerian’s ‘emotionally draining’ and ‘physically
exhausting’ version of musical experience.140
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Conclusion

The rise of orchestral repertoires by classicists and post-Wagnerians alike provided a variety
of styles for individuals in search of an identity. However, by focussing on the inner
experience of music, post-Wagnerians moved the arts closer to religion, which had a more
complex subjective state than classicism. This was a demoralising situation for the
republicans. They could no longer promote one superior art that would satisfy the collective.
Instead, as Pasler remarks, ‘Wagner’s music turned admirers into a sect and concerts into
pseudo-religious rituals’.141 Essentially, Western art music was becoming ever more abstract,
individualistic and intellectual by the time of Satie’s early piano music in the fin de siècle
period.
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Chapter 3
Satie’s Role in the Anti-Establishment

It was at the time when neo-mysticism and symbolism gushed forth from the solemn
fount of Parsifal. [...] The souls of the cathedrals were being discovered. It was the
epoch of long stations in minster naves impregnated with the glow of stained-glass
windows of symbolic design.142
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The Extreme Left and Right
Thus we move on to Satie and his anti-establishment behaviour from the late 1880s through
to the middle of the 1890s. In her study of Puvis de Chavannes, Jennifer Shaw remarks that
‘French culture was marked by political division’. Rather than working together to satisfy the
‘collective interests’ of ‘civic society’, the arts were confronting each other in an ‘ideological
battleground’.143 As the last chapter discussed, the republican opportunistes and postWagnerians had ‘very different conceptions of what Frenchness was’. 144 Over the course of
the 1880s and into the initial half of the 1890s, these political views became increasingly
extreme, reiterated in culture outside of the musical establishment. ‘There was disagreement
about which regions best represented France and which historical moments were
authentically French’.145
In 1885, after the coalition government returned, there were threats to the republican
opportunistes’ ideas from radical parties of both the Right and Left. This time, with 200
conservatives and 380 republicans split down the middle, the government was divided over
the direction of politics, the economy and the people.146 ‘Radical republicans’ promoted ‘both
syndicalism on the Left and extreme forms of nationalism on the Right’.147 Thus it is no
surprise that Marxist socialism as well as ‘xenophobic nationalism’ were on the increase by
the 1890s.148 This was not helped by the ‘Boulangist crisis’ (1885-1889) as well as the
Dreyfus Affair (1894).149 Both events slowly discouraged followers of the republican
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opportunistes. The Right perceived the rise in nationalist, ‘antirationalist [and]
antihumanitarian politics’ spread by General Boulanger as a stronger alternative to the
‘political and economic liberalism’ of the republican opportunistes. This appealed to elitist
aristocrats, post-Wagnerians and supporters of the monarchy. However, this nationalism
escalated into prejudice. The result was epitomised in the persecution of the Jewish-born
Captain Alfred Dreyfus for the alleged transfer of military documents to the Germans in
1894. As Pasler notes, what ‘began in the spirit of Jacobin patriotism [...] migrated gradually
to the Right’.150 Socialism also increased in influence as the working-classes voiced their
dismay over the ‘plight of workers’ under the bourgeoisie.151

The need for social reform as well as an escape from the plight of urbanisation was reflected
in the behaviour of the artistic anti-establishment in Montmartre. Pasler states that ‘culture
became a tool to appropriate for different needs and desires than those of the republican
state’.152 As a result, many individual art movements became increasingly fascinated with
how music could be employed to resist modern society. ‘Some looked to satire to channel
critique, others to the sublime [...] especially as represented by Wagner’s music’. Chabrier’s
prominence at the comic opera in 1887, with his ‘comedic’ mix of ‘serious and light’ subject
matter in Le Roi Malgré Lui, had a significant effect on new music’s potential as a form of
resistance.153 His supposed mocking of noble society not only highlighted how humour could
be employed in music to criticise society, but also how unconventional harmonies, such as
the non-resolving seventh and ninth chord, could be developed within conventional forms as
part of a novel twist on an old tradition. This may have re-ignited many composers’
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enthusiasm for the ‘memory of the Ancien Régime’.154 For instance, in the same year that
Satie composed his Trois Sarabandes (1887), Pasler notes that ‘aristocrats began to perform
old dances, sometimes in period costumes, wigs and all’, in order to remain educated ‘in the
moeurs of the Ancien Régime’.155

This action may have been a way of subtly negating modern society, seeking a position of
moral superiority. However, it seems that there may have been more to this resistance. Pasler
notes earlier that many artists entertained ‘the metaphysical and the mysterious, the strange
and the obscure, even if it meant tolerating, even enjoying the barely comprehensible’. 156 For
example, Debussy, absorbed in the symbolist doctrines of Maeterlinck, Baudelaire, Verlaine
and Mallermé, employed sonorities and forms using Fibonacci-styled numerology in the hope
that he might arouse in music ‘what words are incapable of conveying’. 157 Of ‘Le Balcon’,
from the Cinq poèmes de Charles Baudelaire, Jarocinski states that ‘with Debussy, the
parallel chords invest the theme with a static quality; everything happens as if he had paused
for a moment to find the past intact [...] without any suggestion of despair’.158 By the time of
the last song, ‘Le Jet d’eau’ (1889), there is no attachment to ‘outside influences’, ‘no
harmonic character’. The music’s ‘modal character’ shows no signs of acknowledging the
common morality of the present day.159 This is also apparent in the archaic La Demoiselle
Elué (1888), which conceals references to the Pre-Raphaelites amidst ‘a mix of colouristic
harmonies and fluid tonal shifts’.160
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As this chapter will discuss, in order to ‘escape the period’s near exclusive concern for
reality, the real, and the possible’, Satie and his anti-establishment contemporaries ignored
the urbanisation of contemporary culture through a mix of symbolism and satire. 161 In these
early beginnings of modernism, music became ‘for the mind’, challenging republicans’
notion of utility and the traditional sentimentalists in the establishment. This antiestablishment approach surpassed the expressive ‘confines of purely functional music’. It
went beyond the ‘worn out symbolism’ apparent in the romantic rhetoric of Wagner,
‘opening up new perspectives for the music of the future’.162 Most importantly, these
individualistic movements of the bohemian counterculture were defined by nostalgia for a
past ideal that sheltered artists from the commercialism and mediocrity of contemporary
society. Erik Satie’s precarious position sits amidst these politically and spiritually motivated
groups.

Mysticism: The Bohemian Counterculture

Although he was educated to a Conservatoire level, Satie chose the life of a cabaret pianist,
playing in high-profile cabaret houses such as the Chat Noir (1889) and the Auberge du Clou
(1893). This ‘cultural underground’ of resistance and experimentation represents Erik Satie’s
la bohème days, the ‘Mystical Period’ of the fin de siècle (1886-1893).163 However, what is
less clear is how serious Satie’s mysticism was, and how others employed mysticism and the
mysterious.
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From café and cabaret concerts to the avant-garde meetings of Mallarmé’s symbolists,
mysticism – either serious or satirical – encapsulated the atmosphere of the bohemian
counterculture. This movement took on a broad definition, however. A common view is
expressed by Roger Shattuck in his book The Banquet Years. For him, bohemian mysticism
was of a pseudo-religious spirit. ‘In Satie’s life, it was a conveniently short distance from
esoteric religions to cabaret gaiety’.164 The relationship between these two, as Steven Whiting
explains in Satie the Bohemian, ‘fostered mysticism as well as mystification, often in such a
way that the two were nearly indistinguishable from one another’.165 Bohemia was a ‘cultural
underground smacking of failure [and] fraud’, which after much searching, ‘crystallised for a
few decades into a self-conscious avant-garde that carried the arts into a period of
astonishingly varied renewal and accomplishment’.166

According to Whiting, the irrational groups of the anti-establishment communicated their
political and social frustrations in two ways: by inwardly searching for the purest ideal, ‘le
recherché’ or by outwardly criticising modern society though satire, ‘la blague’.167 For the
artist pursuing le recherché, emphasising an irrational existence was all about escaping
connotations with materialism, capitalism and mediocrity and preserving artistic integrity by
the pursuit of something pure, authentic and original. Adopting the bohemian lifestyle was
one example. In Davis’ study, Satie’s close friend and symbolist poet, Contamine de Latour
(affectionately known as, ‘Lord Cheminot’),168 is quoted describing how he and Satie often
‘lived out the final scenes of Murger’s La Bohème, transplanted from the Latin Quarter to
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Montmartre’.169 Murger, commonly viewed as the first Parisian bohemian, wrote La Bohème
about a group of optimistic bohemian youths who aimed to escape their bourgeois heritage.
With no concerns for money, capitalism or industry, they resisted cultural transformation. In
order to cleanse their impure consciences, these bohemians sought a localised, esoteric
environment, isolated from urbanisation. In this sense, the bohemian was free to pursue
otherworldly objects and gain the moral high ground. Civilisation and democratic society
were sacrificed for a ‘new way of life’.170 There was a ‘desire to be enchanted by the
unknown’ and to renounce the familiar.171
This may explain why symbols were one of Satie’s chosen mediums. When it came to le
recherché, most prominent were the symbolists, fronted by the Wagnerian poet Stéphane
Mallarmé and the writer Jean Moréas in 1886, both influenced by Wagner and Baudelaire. 172
We discussed symbolism briefly in chapters one and two, along with Satie’s Sarabande No.1.
The exterior complexity of this piece, like Mallarmé’s poetry, required ‘significant effort
from [the listeners,] never lowering themselves to broad accessibility’. 173 The symbolists
longed for individualism, being ‘moved by the same desire to grasp the inexpressible’.174
They wanted to use poetry to express a sign, to convey a free and true expression, ‘an open
form capable of receiving various meanings without having any definite meaning in itself’.175
Their art was meant to be express more than one meaning, criticising republican realism and
the exhausted, expressive art of the academies. As Moréas noted, symbolism was an ‘enemy
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of teaching, declamation, false sensibility, and objective description’.176 In this sense,
symbolism went beyond excessive aestheticism, as outlined in the famous Huysman novel, À
Rebours (1884).177 Symbolism was more refined, more pro-active, ‘challenging the core of
the republican ideology – universal secular education, art education, nationalism, and
imperialism’.178 Mallarmé, the symbolist leader from 1883 until his death in 1898, sought an
alliance of music (the most abstract art form) and language. Together they could ‘evoke, far
better than words, the mysteries of life’.179 It is under Mallarmé that the symbolists pursued
spirituality and irrationalism, hoping to engage ‘the primitive, natural world’.180 The work of
art was intended to express ‘a sensation’, ‘a translation’, an abstraction of reality, not reality
itself.181 Poetry for instance, was fixated ‘not on counting syllables, but on phrases, stress
patterns, vocal sounds, and pauses in the thought’, the innocent, primal origins of Western
pasts.182

Closely allied to this symbolist rejection of society however, was the illogical, slapstick satire
of the cabaret arts. For example, the practice of fumisme involved socially critiquing the
banal, employing art forms derived from popular culture, such as shadow-plays and theatre to
ridicule and confound the bourgeois audience. In Popular Bohemia, Mary Gluck notices that
fumisme’s illogicality was often a ‘more effective’ de-stabiliser of ‘conventional culture’ than
any bourgeois logic by ‘the respectable man of wit’.
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The man of wit was logical and direct, using his powers to openly reduce his
opponent to an imbecile. The fumiste, by contrast, was illogical and indirect,
assuming the identity of the imbecile and thus multiplying the impact of the attack
[...] [fumisme] was able to reinvent culture and establish its independent forms [it
was] the l’art pour l’art of humor.183

We see how the use of the ‘illogical’ presented the rational bourgeoisie with a problem. It
perplexed the individual instead of providing answers. Whiting notes that ‘cabaret was
always tempered with la blague, the gag’.184 For example, the humorist group Les
Incohérents, ‘abolish[ed] logic and common sense’ and like the Dadaists to come, employed
nihilism to provoke mundane society.185 For example, Satie’s friend and fellow Honfleurian,
Alphonse Allais (1854-1905) the ‘editor and chief of the Chat Noir weekly’, commonly
employed nihilism and spoof in his performances on stage, committing to audacious and
anarchistic ‘bluffing practices’.186 The titles of some of Allais’ works are a testimony to this
audacity. One can sense the irony in his painting of a single red rectangle, Tomato Harvest on
the Shore of the Red Sea, by Apoplectic Cardinals, which as Whiting explains, was a mock
tribute to Pope Leo XIII’s Peter’s pence scheme.187 Satire is also apparent in his 1884 Funeral
March, Great sorrows are mute: Incoherent funeral march. This score consisted of 24 empty
bars. A singular performance direction requested that:

Great sorrows are mute, the performers should occupy themselves with the sole task
of counting bars, instead of indulging in the kind of indecent row that destroys the
august character of the best obsequies.188
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The performance direction was actually added in 1897 as part of his humorous Album primoavrilesque.189 It seems logical to suggest that Allais may have been poking fun at the overemphasis placed on subjective expression in art music of his time. His jokes often ‘mocked,
through pretended espousal, viewpoints opposed to his’.190 This notion is significant. While
some of Satie’s contemporaries were entirely serious about their recherché ideals, others
adopted the same guises only to comically criticise this position. This is why it is very
difficult to distinguish whether Satie’s bohemian behaviour amounted to mysticism or
mystification.
Reviving l’esprit gaulois: Erik Satie as Monsieur Le Pauvre

There is only one way to escape the morass in which we struggle: to return to the old
spirit of the old ways; to be, as in the past, people who believe something [...].191

In order to produce more evidence about this we must examine the importance Satie placed
on reviving l’esprit gaulois. As Robert Orledge notes, in the late 1880s Satie sought from the
distant past a pure French spirit. It is no surprise then to find that the French composer
developed a ‘fascination with the medieval past, for an ideal lost world of chivalric orders,
fairy-tales and Gothic castles’.192 Glancing away from contemporary society, and instead,
backwards towards esoteric medievalism, Satie began to cultivate his own ideal of an organic
past. Davis notes that the composer, influenced by the (current Gothic) revival of late 1880s,
‘became increasingly fascinated with Gothic art and architecture’.193 The restoration of Notre
Dame, among other medieval buildings, was a ‘revelation for the young composer, a new
piety seized him. Satie “affected a great humility” and began to speak “endlessly about his
189
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religion”’.194 The French composer proceeded to turn ‘toward earnest austerity’, developing
‘a new aesthetic’ in the meantime, ‘aiming to translate medieval style to the musical
realm’.195 Satie’s behaviour suggests that he rejected the urbanisation of music in
contemporary society, adopting the bohemian persona of ‘Monsieur le Pauvre’ and
righteously immersing himself in the piety of medieval society, ‘plainsong and Gothic art’.196
This behaviour affects all of Erik Satie’s first original piano works: Ogives (1886), Trois
Sarabandes (1887), Trois Gymnopédies (1888), Trois Gnossiennes (1889-93) as well as the
Rose-Croix works: le Fils des étoiles (1891), Dances Gothiques (1893), and Vexations
(1893). As the majority of the titles suggest, Satie seems to have developed his influences
from the medieval (Ogives and Dances Gothiques), the Hellenic (Trois Gymnopédies and
Trois Gnossiennes) and also the esoteric (Le fils des étoiles). The mix of ‘ancient’ styles or
styles from an esoteric background suggests that each of these compositions were based on a
vague understanding of Hellenic/medieval society. As Emery and Morowitz note in
Consuming the Past, ‘subject matter and themes’ from the ancient past were a ‘springboard
for [the bohemian’s] own aesthetic experiments’.197

However, medievalism may also have had more significance for Satie. As Gillmor states, and
as we discovered from David Drew’s comments cited in chapter one, the French composer
concentrated on the ‘unfamiliar relationships of time and space’ found in ‘certain preRenaissance (and non-Western) conceptions of musical form’.198 Orledge notes that Satie’s
early works employed these ideas to create ‘asymmetrical fluidity and modality’.199 Another
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reason for Satie’s interest therefore, may have been that pre-renaissance plainchant was
untainted by the establishment’s romantic rhetoric. Second, as Morowitz reiterates in her
study of medievalism, bohemian artists believed ‘the Middle ages symbolised a pre-capitalist
and organic society’, the purest origins of Western art music.200 As Pasler reminds us:

Many embraced Palestrina as the origin of Western harmony, Gregorian chant as the
origin of Western music, and ancient Greece as the origin of Western civilisation.
Incorporating these diverse definitions of musique ancienne made old music relevant
to a wide range of contemporary musical concerns.201

In the modern era of Western society, there was still an ‘old world of pious faith and
satisfying labour’ waiting to be re-exposed, one that ‘had been destroyed with the
encroachment of the modern industrial age’.202 Those who disagreed with the developments
in the ‘modern industrial age’ revived the humble atmosphere of l’esprit gaulois. Current
music that owed its techniques to this ‘forgotten past’ expressed the ‘survival of
prerevolutionary values’, the religious spirit of this time, characteristics important for
aristocrats, bohemians and independent l’art pour l’art artists defending their art’s
independence and authenticity.203
Medievalism in the Ogives
A good example of pre-enlightenment nostalgia within Satie’s piano music is the Ogives
(1886). While Saint-Saëns, d’Indy and the Société were disagreeing over the Wagnerian
identity of instrumental music in the establishment, the youthful Erik Satie was ‘mining the
past’, composing piano music that simplified the concept of thematic expression and form in
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Western art music.204 Published in the Chat Noir during 1889, after the success of his Third
Gymnopédie, the Ogives present many of the initial ideas that Satie was to experiment with
by the time of the Trois Sarabandes, Trois Gnossiennes and the Rose-Croix. It was also the
first work to exclude bar lines and an opening key signature. Metre and harmonic identity
seem to have been left deliberately vague. Satie also seems to have been planning this work
on the rhythmic repetition of one simple musical idea rather than plotting a developing
harmonic path, questioning the psychological effect that ‘time and space’ can play in music.
All four Ogives function in this way. In Ogive No.1 for instance, form is based on the
repetition of the opening plainchant styled phrase, which is mirrored in each response. The
initial phrase (A) is simply repeated three times in varying degrees (both through a change in
dynamic and additional harmonisations), resulting in a form of A, A’, A’’ and A’.
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Ex.1: Ogive No.1
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In terms of harmonic content, the parallel chords are the piece’s major novelty. These chords
not only vary the identity of the initial statement, but perhaps also link the idea behind the
Ogives to medieval Christian ritual. Davis proposes an interesting theory. She explains that
the ‘slow parallel harmonic motion calls to mind the early polyphony known as organum.’ 205
Introduced to Western plainchant from around the 9th century as a way of harmonising
modes in Christian prayer and popularised by the newly established Notre Dame in the 12 th
century, medieval organum was usually employed in chant music that had up to three
refrains, taking into account the different chants for the soloist, choir and the congregation. 206
In Ogive No.1, the parallel chords of passage A’ (the fortissimo sections) use grand sounding
tetrads in octaves. In passage A’’ (the pianissimo sections), the parallel chords are thinner
sounding triads rotating between first and second inversion root-position chords. This implies
that the monophonic passage A, and the homophonic passage A’’ are to be ‘sung’ by a soloist
and the choir respectively, while the two passages of A’ involve the congregation.207
We can develop Davis’ concept. The Ogives perhaps aim to replicate the characteristics of
Christian liturgy. That is, they present the idea of a communal prayer, mediating between the
congregation and divinity. Debussy’s La demoiselle élue employed a similar transcendent
theme two years later, hoping to use parallel chords to ‘forge purely musical correlates for
Symbolist poetic techniques’.208 The composer Rudhyar Chennevière, himself an eccentric
symbolist, proposed that Satie may have spent hours indulging himself with these musical
overtones in order to reunite his natural body with the metaphysical and transcend physical
barriers.
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One senses that their originator has dallied voluptuously with these sonorities [...]
One feels that for hours at a stretch he has caressed the ivory keys [...] One feels that
the composer's sense of hearing, his nerves, vibrate sensuously, lulled by these
infinite undulations of sound.209

Perhaps this was one of Satie’s first works to seriously consider the psychological effect of
sound, developed more prominently in later works like Vexations (1893). There are further
parallels. In Vexations a chromatic passage is created by employing a Fibonacci styled
sequence that orders each parameter of sound in the score.210 A ritualistic atmosphere
developed from the same repeating passage is generated. Each repetition of an accidental or
unresolved chord is designed to disorient and teach the performer to constrain their
expressive instinct, producing what many scholars have believed to be ‘hallucinatory
effects’.211 Although no mathematical formula is apparent in the Ogives, the imitation of
medieval organum may have been symbolic, mimicking the ritualistic characteristics of preenlightenment chant music.
On this note, one inspiration for this work could have been the trompe l’oeil architecture of
Notre Dame, designed by the architect Viollet-le-Duc during the cathedral’s Gothic
restoration in 1866-7. Viollet-le-Duc commonly juxtaposed ‘striking matt colours in
unexpected combinations’ with medieval architecture in order to ‘give an [added] impression
of depth of weight’, creating a modern version of an old tradition.212
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Ex.2: The View of the Grand Organ from the Notre Dame’s Nave

In this scenario, the high ceilings and the vast, pointed arches of the nave are designed to
create a space that will excite a spiritual mood within those who contemplate it. The 12 th
century Notre Dame’s architecture was designed to express the inexpressible. This form of
symbolism, as Jarocinski explains, ‘was [...] based on the belief that Nature is only a symbol
of reality of a superior kind’.
Whatever inspiration an artist may draw from nature and express in a work of art can
direct men’s thoughts towards the supernatural. This is why cathedrals, are so rich in
symbols, allegories and objects of every kind charged with metaphysical meaning.213
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Perhaps Satie’s conception of space in the Ogives may too have been intended to be ‘charged
with metaphysical meaning’. This would explain the work’s design, its slow and
contemplative modality, its lack of bar lines and key signature, resulting in an unemotional,
timeless detachment.

La Blague or Le Recherché

The publication of Ogives in 1889 in the satirical journal Chat Noir questions the relationship
between this le recherché mysticism and the Ogives. An advertisement appeared describing
the French composer as a ‘sphinx-man’, a ‘composer with a head of wood’.214 This tone
clearly contradicts the analysis here. Perhaps la blague was also employed as cover up, an
ironic ploy for a more religious message. According to Whiting, underneath the humoristic
fumiste’s ‘ironic reproof’, humour unveiled ‘what was dearest to one’s heart’.215 For instance,
Jules Lemaître, one of the dramatists and writers at the Chat Noir, remarked that often the reenactment of medievalism within theatre and shadow-plays developed from a ‘religious
spirit’.

.
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The Chat Noir is a sanctuary where fumiste [French gaiety and cabaret spirit] and
mysticism have always lived happily together [...] nowhere else is one more
respectful of the past, more sentimental, more chauvinistic, more taken with traditions
and legends; nowhere (and I am not joking as much as you might think) is there a
more religious spirit.216
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Conclusion
This chapter has tried to highlight the complexity of French culture after art became a
medium of resistance. It has shown this in the way mysticism seems to have become a
paradoxical term, implying a religious spirit for some, le recherché, and a form of satire for
others, la blague. It is apparent that most artists perceived l’esprit gaulois to be defined in the
‘middle ages, the Catholic Church, and the music of Palestrina (considered the last medieval
composer and often referred to as primitive)’.217 For many of the humorists like Allais,
‘modern life [was] so arranged (in the middle ages, modern life was a different affair)’.218
Then the chapter discussed Satie’s Ogives. Perhaps these pieces employ medievalism in order
symbolically to convey a new conception of an older, purer past. In this sense, the Ogives fit
in with other artistic ideas around this time, exploiting past ideas in order to resist modern
rationalism. However, whether this music is of a genuinely religious nature is hard to decide.
Whiting recognises that Monsieur le Pauvre acted as a poor ‘unfortunate gentleman’, delving
into pious behaviour in order to try and purify his art.219 But this purity could have been found
by mimicking religious experience, rather than allowing ‘religious domination’ to govern. 220
Second, as the Allais example showed, satire was sometimes indistinguishable from
mysticism. What seems definite is that Satie’s behaviour in this period, as Pasler would likely
suggest, was adopted as a reaction to rationalism.
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Thus we can conclude that Satie may have been balancing the two, reuniting nature with
science, while at the same time detaching his modern subject from society around him. But
this yearning for ‘religious spirit’ may have become more serious as bohemian culture began
to exploit modern commercialism. For example, in 1885 the Chat Noir re-branded itself in a
new location. Whiting notes that the opposition felt ‘Salis [owner of the Chat Noir] had
sacrificed ambiance and idealism of the cabaret by making a public spectacle of their
gatherings for his own profit’. Satie ‘followed a well-established migratory pattern’,
migrating from the Chat Noir to the ‘modest’ Auberge du Clou cabaret in 1891.221
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Chapter 4
The Trois Gnossiennes: Satie’s relationship with Religious Mysticism

64

Mary E. Davis observes that the thinking behind Erik Satie’s Trois Gnossiennes (1889-1893)
may relate to ‘Satie’s deepening interest in religion and occultism’, particularly ‘his
fascination with Gnosticism officially re-established in France in 1890’.

Founded on principles of spiritual enlightenment the Gnostic church included
Rosicrucianism as one of its most important orders, thus Satie’s engagement with this
sect would have been natural.222

Davis’ interpretation seems to propose that the title Gnossienne derived from the Hellenic
term Gnosis, meaning to gain insight, a primary aim for many fin de siècle occultists and
philosophers. This again questions the nature of Erik Satie’s documented blague behaviour.
Perhaps Satie’s relationship with le recherché and religious mysticism may have been more
serious than scholars have first thought. Citing the material of the previous three chapters,
this chapter will study the contextual evidence that precedes the publication of the Trois
Gnossiennes in September-October 1893. This includes the composer’s brief association with
Joséphin Péladan’s Rosicrucian cult and the formation of L'Église Métropolitaine d'Art de
Jésus Conducteur. Could the timing of the Trois Gnossiennes publication amidst this
occultist activity be coincidental or did Satie have a more serious objective?
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Catholicism and the Republic Reunited
During the early 1890s, while Satie was playing at the Auberge du Clou, he met the eccentric
novelist and art critic Sâr Joséphin Péladan and joined his exclusive Rosicrucian group, the
Rose-Croix Catholique du Temple et du Graal (1891). After a brief association with this
organisation, the French composer withdrew into his own fantasy foundation, L'Église
Métropolitaine d'Art de Jésus Conducteur (1893). As the last chapter concluded, one of the
motivations for this ‘spiritual’ direction may have been the rise of commercialism in
Montmartre, causing many bohemian groups to experience ‘a need for detachment from the
masses’.223
Another reason may have been the political exploitation of Catholicism in the Republic
during the early 1890s. In 1892, the republicans tried to promote the idea of ‘solidarity’
among citizens, similar to their notion of collective utility a decade earlier.224 This involved
finding the common ground between the nation’s divided groups: the socialists, the
nationalists and the republicans. After the moderate republicans succeeded in obtaining
control of the government in the 1889 election polls, their perception of ‘common ground’
was shared mainly with groups from the Right. Pasler notes that these groups’ opposition to
the anarchist socialists (who wished for revolution, a shakeup of the power of the bourgeoisie
and the hierarchy of the monarchists), was apparent in the way ‘moderate republicans
reached out to this new Right, recognising that they shared with it a deep concern for
socialism’.225 In this sense, republicans competed against the rise of socialism, aiming to stifle
the latter’s influence and unite the doubters of republicanism. They moved further to the
Right, accommodating the monarchists and the Catholics.
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For some time, monarchists had already been willing to cooperate with this notion of
‘solidarity’ and modern democracy, believing that the monarchy would never return.
However, Pope Leo XІІІ’s message in 1892 that Catholics should form an alliance with anticlerical republicans was a radical, untoward step for Catholicism. In the text Au Milieu des
Solicitudes, he wrote that Catholics must ‘devote themselves to peace’ and reunite secular
society, including the workers, with the practice of ‘Christian social justice’. 226 From the
Pope’s perspective, socialist groups could learn from Catholicism’s humility and respect for
all men. However, as Debora Silverman writes in her study of Art Nouveau in France, this
‘solidarity’ or ralliement (as the republicans preferred to describe it) was a ‘particular
manifestation of a more general effort by bourgeois republicans to find a basis of unity with
the older aristocratic forces, an ongoing quest to solidify the ranks of one elite’.227
In this sense, the purity of religious practice was compromised by being utilised in a secular
society. In the music establishment, ‘interest in chant sky rocketed’. The liturgical music of
Mozart, Handel and Palestrina was regenerated and reinterpreted in many different ways by
the Société de Nationale, the Paris Conservatoire, and most importantly by d’Indy’s proreligious school, the Schola Cantorum.228 It would seem that Satie’s chant inspired Ogives
were well ahead of their time. This music helped to plot the ideas for the future of Western
art music, while also giving the ‘elite’ some stability with respect to socialist anarchism.
However, Pasler notes that ‘in many ways, the musical world provided a medium for both
resistance and public reconciliation of the republicans with the Catholics’.229 While the
establishment exploited religious music in order to re-unite the ‘one elite’, the anti226
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establishment worked against this, employing religion as both a method of resistance and an
answer to their own social disillusionment.
The Péladan Affair
This seems the most logical explanation for the influx of exclusive sects and societies in
Montmartre.230 Erik Satie’s participation in Joséphin Péladan’s Rose-Croix order and his
resultant ideas for his église may have coincided with not only his interest in ‘the Gothic
World of the Catholic Church’, but also his unease at Catholicism’s secularisation.231 This fits
with Satie’s progressively anti-bourgeois behaviour in the fin de siècle period, which may
have driven him to seek out Sâr Joséphin Péladan and his occult Catholicism. As Davis
mentions, Joséphin Péladan was a popular figure at the Chat Noir ‘in the procession of the
notable adepts [aesthetes] of the cabaret’. He attended regular ‘performances in the
provinces’ as well as meetings and orders for the exclusive artists of the ‘Rose-Croix
kabbalistique’ society at the Auberge du Clou in 1887.232 Significantly, Satie’s acquaintance
with Péladan seems to have emerged from the blague atmosphere of the cabaret. However, it
would seem that Péladan saw himself more seriously than this. The eccentric novelist and art
critic viewed himself as a redeemer of modern society rather than a satirist, and in that sense
he was closely aligned to the recherché symbolists.
By 1890 he had proclaimed himself ‘Sâr’ (the honorific assumed by kings of ancient
Babylon) and was widely recognised personality, traversing Paris dressed in priestly
robes and a sheared fur hat, his beard pointy and unkempt, his hair well beyond his
collar.233
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Péladan was an avid enthusiast of Wagner’s Parsifal. Much of his writing employs the
technique of the leitmotiv.234 However, he went one step further by converting Parsifal’s
idealism into an ‘aesthetic religious order patterned after the knighthood of the Holy Grail’. 235
Péladan created a modern Rosicrucian order.236 At the centre of this was an exclusive artistic
society, the Rose-Croix Esthétique. Satie, as the house pianist, was ordained with the title of
Maître de Chapelle (1891), and honoured by Péladan on the day of the official opening as
one of the ‘idealist composers that the Rose-Croix will shed light on’ (10th of March 1892).237
It was here that Satie composed and performed the Trois Sonneries de la Rose-Croix (1892)
as well as Le Fils des étoiles (1892). Both are modally and rhythmically similar to the static,
non-development character of Satie’s Ogives, but they experiment radically with juxtaposed
chains of six-three chords.238

The Rose-Croix may have offered Satie the opportunity to continue experimenting with his
music more profusely without compensating his artistic integrity. Furthermore, the RoseCroix Esthétique’s salon was a serious challenger to the main establishment society, the
Société des Beaux Arts. Satie may have seen this as a good opportunity to overthrow the
current establishment. There is evidence to suggest that he may also have wished to become a
part of this establishment. Orledge documents how, between May 1892 and April 1896, Satie
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applied on three separate occasions to join the Académie des Beaux Arts. 239 Although
unsuccessful, the composer may have been serious about his application.
The task of Péladan’s ordained society was to ‘insufflate contemporary art, above all,
aesthetic culture with theocratic essence’,240 in other words, to ‘recast aspects of religion as
art’.241
Just as Religion has made itself into art in order to speak to the masses, so Art must
make itself into a religion in order to speak to the minority.242

This was high art at its most profound. As Steven Whiting notes, with the ‘mysticism in the
cabaret always tempered with la blague’, ‘one can easily imagine Satie being stirred by such
words’ which would have spoken ‘to the earnest idealist in Satie’.243 Evidence from Robert
Pincus-Witten in his study of the Salons de la Rose-Croix suggests further evidence to
support this. Many disillusioned artists such as Péladan, perhaps even Satie himself, found ‘a
middle ground’ at the Rose-Croix salons, ‘a compromise, between the vulgarity of the late
nineteenth century academic art and the then almost unintelligible pathways into the
twentieth century’.244 Convinced that pure art must be practiced in social exclusivity, Satie
and the Rose-Croix created a modern aesthetic based on an antique past, bestowing the
mysteries of Catholic art on contemporary subjects. As Davis notes, Satie, ‘drawn to the
occult and mystical aspects of Péladan’s enterprise’, had the ‘opportunity to explore the
possibilities of translating these qualities into a new mode of musical expression’.245
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The Trois Gnossiennes: Preserving the Purity of Art

The "Gnossiennes" could [...] be looked upon as the first musical expression born out
of Satie's collaboration with Péladan and his Rose et Croix sect.246

Although Satie’s participation in Péladan’s Rose-Croix sect was brief (it officially ended on
the 14th of August 1892),247 in the following year he would continue to involve himself in
various ‘occultist’ activities, drafting the Christian ballet Uspud (November-December
1892), composing the 9 Dances Gothiques (March 1893) and Vexations (June 1893),
publishing the Trois Gnossiennes (September-October 1893) and founding his own Église
Métropolitaine d'Art de Jésus Conducteur (October 1893).248
Uspud, 9 Dances Gothiques, and Vexations have often been compared with Satie’s own
ascetic behaviour. We can recall from the previous chapter Orledge’s discussion of
Vexations’ ‘hallucinatory effects’. Orledge connects this ascetic idea with the French
composer’s ‘straightened financial circumstances’, suggesting that compositions such as 9
Dances Gothiques may have been composed to ‘restore peace of mind’.249 Satie himself
wrote underneath the title of 9 Dances Gothiques, ‘neuvaine pour le plus grand calme et la
forte tranquillité de mon Âme’.250
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However, comparisons to Satie’s ascetic circumstances and the Trois Gnossiennes have not
been explored in much depth. Orledge suggests that the Gnossiennes signified a move away
from the mysticism of the Rose-Croix. Satie’s ‘enquiring mind’ at this time ‘was, of course,
always open to new possibilities’.251
But evidence would suggest that the Trois Gnossiennes are an extension of the Rose-Croix
mysticism. A study of the Trois Gnossiennes’ initial publication dates prove that they were
composed and published during this occultist period. Ornella Volta’s analysis of the 1912
second galley proofs shows that Satie marked the collective compositional date as 1890, but
not each individual work.252 Each Gnossienne was published in facsimile two weeks prior to
the announcement of Satie’s Église Métropolitaine d'Art de Jésus Conducteur (15th October
1893). Gnossienne No.1 and No.3 were printed together as Deux Gnossiennes under the subheading, ‘Varieties et Curiosités Musicales’ in issue 24 of the national newspaper, Le Figaro
(Monday 26 September, 300-303).253 Notably, the two movements appeared as they do in the
1913 publication, albeit without performance directions. Gnossienne No.2 was published
separately in an esoteric journal known as Le Coeur. There may have been a closer link with
mysticism here. Titled 6ieme Gnossienne, No.2 appeared as an original manuscript with the
date marked April 1893. We can propose that this Gnossienne, composed in the two months
between 9 Dances Gothiques and Vexations, may continue the same theme, music composed
‘to restore peace of mind’.254
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Ex.1: The Trois Gnossiennes’ proposed compositional dates.

Gnossienne No.1

1889-1893?

Gnossienne No.2

April 1893

Gnossienne No.3

1890

Ex.2: Deux Gnossiennes reproduced from Le Figaro (Monday 26 September 1893, 300-303).
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Ex.3: Gnossienne No.2 (No.6) reprinted from Le Coeur (6-7 October 1893, 12).
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Le Coeur was a privately funded esoteric journal founded by the occult novelist, Jules Bois
and the ex-Rose-Croix aristocrat, Count Antoine de la Rochefoucald (6ieme Gnossienne is
dedicated to the latter). The journal comprised ten issues (1893-1895), with articles on the
occult sciences and esoteric arts. According to Martha Ward in her study of Pissarro in the
Parisian avant-garde, the journal’s main articles discussed methods of hypnotism,
psychotherapy and telepathy in detail, as well as research by philosophers on esoteric
religions.255 These articles gave symbolists insight into the ideas of past civilisation.

Le Coeur resisted modernisation by rekindling among its minority audience an authentic
spirit, an original mysticism that exposed the fakers of ‘neo-mysticism’, ‘identified as a
recent charlantry involving morose medievalism’.256 This suggests that it distinguished itself
from the la blague jokes of the cabaret. The journal ‘distanced itself from the moneyed elite
[...], while claiming for itself a social exclusivity based on moral superiority’. 257 This notion
shares characteristics with Satie’s behaviour at this time. The more serious brand of
mysticism proposed here excommunicated un-pure society, sharing ‘secretive’ knowledge of
the occult arts and sciences with a social minority. However, this was by no means ‘morose,
foggy, and Schopenhauerian’. Furthermore, the journal did not conform to the current
‘ironic’ revival of religion in the Republic. Instead, these esoteric ‘secrets’ taught this
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exclusive minority how to re-access modern society from a higher morality, a characteristic
‘necessary for a joyous future’.258

Analysing the Trois Gnossiennes
Davis’ study of the Trois Gnossiennes contrasts with other high profile studies that depict
these works as anti-Wagnerian. For Alan Gillmor, the Gnossiennes’ ‘deceptive simplicity
breathe fresh air into the decadent humidity of the fin de siècle, resurrecting the
quintessentially Gallic virtues of Rameau and Couperin’. 259 The exotic melodies are
compared to the arrival of ‘fresh sounds from the east’ during the Universal Exposition in
1889, which were revolutionising the perspectives of ‘impressionable young French
musicians’ and helping a ‘struggling ars gallica’ overcome ‘a sea of Wagnerism’.260 The
resultant Trois Gnossiennes ‘look ahead to the clean and uncluttered neoclassicism of the
1920’s’.261
Gillmor is correct in saying that Satie’s piano music is clearly not Wagnerian rhetoric. It is
pale and weak in comparison. But comparisons with the ‘clear’ realism of 1920s neoclassicism are not supported by the contextual evidence here. Satie’s occultist interests before
and after the three Gnossienne publications suggest that the French composer was immersed
in the period’s mysticism. Indeed, the Trois Gnossiennes’ connotation with gnosis, as well as
the potential link to the exotic symbolism at the Universal Exposition, suggests that Satie was
aiming to portray ‘an authentic spirit’ harking back to a pure, folkloric society.262 This relates
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to the notion of purity we have discovered in the Chavannes inspired Gymnopédies in chapter
one, and the l’esprit gaulois inspired Ogives in the previous chapter.
In terms of structure, the Gnossienne No.1 from Le Figaro is formed of three eight bar
sentences in binary form. The presentation phrase opens on the root-position F minor tonic
triad, with a basic idea consisting of four notes, C, E flat, D natural and B natural. The
accidentals highlight the piece’s oriental identity, the raised fourth (B natural) forming an
augmented second interval with the A flat in the lower voice. This is followed by a varied
repetition of the basic idea in the response and a conclusion on the tonic F. In the
continuation phrase there is hardly any fragmentation or variation in rhythm, instead the
continuation simply repeats a variation of the basic idea on the same harmonic level,
emphasising the passage’s simplicity.263
Ex.4: Opening Sentence Gnossienne No.1

These three phrases, which make up the unit we shall call A, are followed by two others, B
and C. The binary form consists of a repetition of the basic idea (A), a cadential phrase
moving from subdominant to tonic (B) and a codetta (C), resulting in A, A, B, B, C, C, B, B /
A’, A’, B, B, C, C, B, B.
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Ex.5: Passages A, B and C rotating between tonic and dominant chords

Passage
A:

Passage
B:

Passage
C:

The lack of harmonic change in the lower voice causes each passage in this Gnossienne to
remain static. Ideas are simply repeated over and over again, suggesting, as Pasler argues, a
‘deepening awareness of one idea or state of mind’.
Satie reduced his musical materials to a minimum. This allowed him to forge an
original perspective on simplicity, distinct from the lightness of café songs or the
naïveté of chansons populaires and, ironically, both serious and musically important.
Working with short musical ideas with few formal implications also gave new
freedoms. [...] There is intensification, deepening awareness of one idea or state of
mind rather than a constant movement from one to the next.264
264
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The crude character of this piece, the simple, repeating melodies and the application of
nagging appoggiaturas could be inspired by la blague. However, it is the reduction and
repetition of the same musical material throughout the piece that seems to create the illusion
of something more, perhaps a ‘state of mind’. Pasler notes that each motionless passage
creates a ‘kind of [Chavannes influenced] musical decor’, sensing that the music ‘can
contribute to a sense of harmony or serve as a model for progress as linear evolution’. 265 She
proposes that Satie advances on an idea Wagner began in the Holy Grail scene of Parsifal,
‘removing the emotional, religious and idealistic associations’,266 to create a fresh atmosphere
where ‘time becomes space’. This may be what Gillmor is referring to in his own study when
he discusses the Gnossiennes’ ‘clean and uncluttered’ style. However in Parsifal, removing
these subjective associations ascetically purifies the subject, clarifying ‘the goals of man’s
life’. Perhaps Satie’s ‘simple ideas, reduced to the fewest details’, could also be a method of
gaining insight, gnosis.267
This notion correlates with the symbolism of Gnossienne No.1’s exotic melody. In passage C,
Satie employs the F melodic minor scale with the addition of a raised fourth, giving his music
a distinctive oriental flavour. According to Anagret Fauser in her study of exoticism at the
Universal Exposition of 1889, Satie attended performances of the Romanian folk ensemble at
the Romanian salon, which may have directly influenced his own ideas for these
Gnossiennes. Many critics and artists appreciated the Romanian gypsies’ primitiveness and
unorthodoxy as well their music’s pure, ‘melancholic and feminized’ melodies ‘suffused with
exotic charm’.268 There was an element of preserved authenticity in their folkloric idiom.
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Amid the urbanisation of the modern world, Romanian folk music had managed to remain
‘uncorrupted by the internationalisation of music’.269
If as Gillmor suggests, Satie’s Trois Gnossiennes were influenced by the Universal
Exposition’s ‘fresh sounds from the east’, then there is a strong argument to suggest that the
notion of purity and authenticity associated with these sounds may also be relevant here. One
critic wrote that the Romanian folk ensemble successfully portrayed the ‘musical soul of the
people’.270 Again, there are comparisons here with the purity invoked in the revival of l’esprit
gaulois. Many symbolist and Wagnerian composers believed that by utilising exotic
symbolism, they could add ‘another layer of referentiality to existing Wagnerian or symbolist
interpretations’.271 The post-Wagnerian interpretation of exoticism was to seduce, to ‘take
possession’ of the listener.272 However, after the Universal Exposition, exoticism was
appropriated by French composers, Debussy in particular, in order to express ‘an encounter
with alterity’.273 In this case, exotic symbolism depicted the subject in a condition of
otherness, alien within its surroundings. In Gnossienne No.3 (composed soon after the
Universal Exposition), the main melody is deliberately haunting, utilising fluid and
melancholic oriental scales.
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Ex.6: Gnossienne No.3’s Opening Passage

The opening melody is close in orientation to the second octave species of the Ancient Greek
modal scale. As we documented in chapter two, many modes and folk scales were being
excavated throughout the Republic, specifically in the 1890s. As Whiting notes, Satie’s
imitation confirms what Patrick Gowers stated in his study of the Rose-Croix music, that
‘Satie experimented during the early 1890s with Ancient Greek modal scales, specifically
with a scale derived from the chromatic genus’.274 In this Gnossienne example, Satie seems
to be employing the B Phrygian dominant scale.
Ex.7: B Phrygian dominant scale
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The distinctive exotic sound is created by employing a flattened second, the C natural
together with an augmented third, the D sharp. Again, the replication of an exotic scale may
have represented Satie’s desire to promote the purity inherent in folkloric society, an
authentic ethnic spirit.
Gnossienne No.2’s Performance Directions
The melodic idiom of Gnossienne No.2 is similar in style to chant. This piece may have been
originally isolated from the Deux Gnossiennes. The form of A, A’, B, B’, C, C, B, B’, A
suggests that each repeat of a passage was meant to act as a refrain. Like the Ogives and also
Gymnopédie No.3, each passage is separated by the same drawn out chords that form the
cadences in the lower voice at the end of each phrase. The opening statement flows through a
Grecian-oriental styled melody ending on the tonic. The refrain, melody A’, imitates the
initial statement but like medieval chant, the cadence varies ever so slightly, suggesting a
continuation into a new idea. Each higher voice is to be played as triplets in 12/8, while the
lower voice remains in common time, emphasising the same static quality found in
Gnossienne No.1.
Equally fascinating are the strange, sanctimonious performance directions which accompany
the manuscript in Le Coeur. Orledge characterises these performance directions as ‘witty
communications’, referring to the later blague styled commentaries of the humoristic piano
suites (1913-1917).275 However, this may not be fair. The religious orientation of the article
‘Epistle to Catholic Artists’, which appears on the right hand side of the manuscript may
relate to these performance directions. Published officially at the opening of L'Église
Métropolitaine d'Art de Jésus Conducteur in Paris 15 October 1893, the article reiterated the
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idealist message Péladan had outlined at the opening of his Rose-Croix salon, reuniting
Catholicism with the arts.
We have thus resolved, following the dictates of Our conscience and trusting in God’s
mercy, to erect in the metropolis of this Frankish nation, which for so many centuries
aspired above all others to the glorious title of Elder Daughter of the Church, a
Temple worthy of the Saviour, leader and redeemer of all men; We shall make it a
refuge where the Catholic faith and the Arts, which are indissolubly bound to it, shall
grow and prosper, sheltered from profanity, expanding in all their purity, unsullied by
the workings of evil.276

Unlike conventional performance directions that aim to emphasise the composer’s reading of
the musical work, alongside each passage A, B, C, B and B’ in Gnossienne No.2, an
accompanying performance direction instructs the performer on how to engage with each
phrase. Verzosa notes that Satie may have been serious about his aspirations in this period.
Satie may have used such ‘aphoristic language’ to convey ‘mystical truths’.277
Ex.8: Gnossienne No.2 (1893).

Passage A:
‘Avec
étonnement’
‘With
astonishment’

Passage B:
‘Dans une grande
bonté’
‘With great
kindness’
276
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Passage C:
‘plus intimement’
‘more intimately’

Passage B’
‘Avec une légère
humilité’
‘With a
humility’

light

Passage A’
‘Sans orgueil’
‘Without
arrogance’

The official 1913 Rouart, Lerolle & Cie publication includes 20 performance directions in all
three of the Gnossiennes, ranging from the eccentric, ‘Ne Sortez Pas’ to the pseudo-mystical,
‘Questionnez’. ‘Ne Sortez Pas’ was added later in Gnossienne No.2 at the beginning of
passage A’. This perhaps jokingly mocked the composer’s former mysticism. Arguably, the
directions added in April 1893 could have been stimulated by the influence of Rosicrucian
and Wagnerian sects. These groups would employ such idealistic language ‘to pursue their
own internal purification’. Pasler argues that ‘Satie was [...] parodying the self-seriousness of
Wagner and Wagnerians, taking aim at what performers were supposed to be thinking of
when playing this music and how listeners behave at Wagnerian concerts’.
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Satie’s instructions bring attention to the ethical ramifications associated with
performing and listening to music and to the paternalistic nature of composition
during these times.278

Satie’s performance directions do seem to contrast with Wagner’s grandiose language in
Parsifal. Certainly Satie’s performance directions do not express the same range of emotion.
However, perhaps parody was not the objective. Equally, Satie’s performance directions
could correlate with the behaviour of his pious persona, Monsieur le Pauvre. Three out of the
five directions instruct the performer to act humbly when playing each phrase, ‘Plus
intimement’, ‘Avec une légère humilité’ and ‘Sans orgueil’, which relate to the previous
chapter’s depiction of the simple life of l’esprit gaulois. Furthermore, ‘Avec étonnement’ and
‘Dans une grande bonté’ may highlight how Satie was trying to confound notions of
expression. As with the symbolism of Sarabande No.1, we can suggest from this evidence
that Satie may have employed these performance directions in order to mystify the
performer’s perception of the work. As Davis notes:
Prosaically vague yet poetically precise, these directives represent a major and often
overlooked musical innovation, as they redraw the relationship between composer
and interpreter, requiring performers to grapple with interior complexity rather than
simply respond to rote technical language.279

However, Davis argues that this idea was a result of la blague. ‘One indisputable influence in
this regard was the fin de siècle cabaret, where language was developing as the centrepiece of
a unique mode of ironic humour that was captured in contemporary parlance by the complex
term blague’.280 She cites the verbal commentaries of the humoristic piano suites, Flabby
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Preludes (for a dog) (1912), Trois morceaux en forme de poire (1913), and Embryons
déssechés (1913).
Ex. 9: Opening two staves of Embryons déssechés

It is evident from the Embryons déssechés that these directions do not instruct, neither are
they idealistic and mystical. They are an ironic commentary on a mundane activity, in this
case, the day-to-day life of a very ordinary sea invertebrate, the Holuthuria (sea caterpillar).
However, in works composed in the same period as Gnossienne No.2, such as the 9 Dances
Gothiques, Satie creates mystical titles for each piano movement, reflecting upon his youthful
affection for mysticism and medieval Catholicism. The second movement of this piece is
titled Dans laquelle les pères de la très véritable et très Sainte Eglise sont invoqués. This
style contrasts with Davis’ ironic example.
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We can recall from the previous chapter that mysticism was never easy to authenticate.
Allais, the main protagonist of cabaret blague, often ‘mocked through pretended espousal’.
However, the contextual evidence for le recherché in Gnossienne No.2 is significant. Satie’s
participation in exclusive symbolist sects, at a time when the cabaret was ‘tempered’ with la
blague, suggests that for a brief period of time the French composer turned his back on satire
and indulged in the idealistic atmosphere of the fin de siècle. Perhaps these compositions and
the contemporaneous église aim to purify and distinguish the composer’s music from ‘civic
society’. As his epistle stated, ‘we shall make it a refuge where the Catholic faith and the Arts
[...] shall grow and prosper [...] expanding in all their purity’. 281 The contextual evidence for
the performance directions of Gnossienne No.2 suggests that these directions could be a set
of ascetic instructions employed to cleanse the performer’s interpretation of the music,
maintaining the purity (gnosis) of this piece.
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Conclusion
The purpose of this thesis has been to emphasise the importance that mysticism has occupied
in Erik Satie’s life and early piano music from 1886 to 1893. The study began in chapter one
by investigating the reception of the French composer in John Cage’s influential post-war
writings. We learnt that the reduction of subjectivity in Satie’s music may remain in essence
romantic, while Cage’s music (a response to the first wave of modernism), de-humanises
subjectivity and negates the aesthetic tradition. Furthermore, the chapter showed how Erik
Satie’s identity in Western art music and musicology had changed in the post-war period.
Cage’s statement in his article ‘Satie Controversy’, in which he proceeds to describe Satie’s
art as a medium synonymous with life, was misleading. As Nyman showed, Cage’s
interpretation of nature and life was rather more radical than Satie’s own. The French
composer, like the symbolist painter Puvis de Chavannes, was concerned more with
employing symbols of nature rather than nature itself. Satie ascetically restrained the
subjective element in his early music; he did not negate it.
In chapter two, the study continued by examining events that preceded the fin de siècle
counterculture, analysing the influence of the rising bourgeoisie’s rationalisation of France’s
artistic establishment. We learnt that concert music became a utility, having a duty to support
and promote republicanism. Hence, we learnt also how republican ideologies were a platform
for the accessibility of mediocre art in a commercial domain, and why aristocrats and
aesthetes in contrast, followed the post-Wagnerian ascendency, hoping to use spirituality in
music to engage in an irrational otherworld.
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In chapter three we discussed the inherent mysticism that drove Satie’s Ogives, and the purity
many artists tried to replicate from the medieval l’esprit gaulois. The chapter aimed to find
some authenticity here. We came across the two terms, la blague and le recherché, and
concluded that Satie would have been in contact with both ideas at this point in his life,
shuttling between the cabaret and symbolist sects. We also learnt that mysticism was a
contradictory term that did not always correlate with spirituality and religion. It could also be
a form of resistance employed by satirists in order to confound rationalists. The chapter came
to the conclusion that Satie had a social and political desire to escape the confinements of
secular society, hence the ‘backwards glancing’ towards Hellenic as well as towards
medieval society.
Finally, in chapter four, the thesis discovered the extent to which this mysticism became
religious. While many scholars interpret the Rose-Croix period as Satie’s chance to
eccentrically lampoon society, this chapter aimed to look at another under represented aspect
of Satie’s youth, his inherent religiosity. By exploring the context of the Republic’s
secularisation of religious practice, the chapter showed how Erik Satie was beginning to take
religion into his own hands, re-uniting artistic practice with esotericism and occultism. The
analysis of the Trois Gnossiennes presents Satie as an exclusive symbolist concerned with
subjective purity. The title Gnossienne and its connotations to Gnosis correlate with the
activities of high art symbolist sects, which employed knowledge of the esoteric to gain a
superior insight into modern culture. Along with the cryptic, ‘apostolic’ performance
directions of Gnossienne No.2, these ideas may well have provided some form of symbolist
truth for Satie, a method of responding to the dire situation of mass culture and the exhausted
language of the romantic rhetoric. Perhaps Satie’s la blague irony was less apparent in this
period.
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We can conclude from this study that Erik Satie’s ‘cultivation of minimalist aesthetics’ was
part of a broader based artistic movement in the fin de siècle period reacting to the mass
exposure of French art music to the secular domain. By mystifying the expressive character
of his early piano music, Satie conformed to the symbolist notion that art should require
‘more effort to understand’.282 However, the composer’s ascetic stance, restraining his
compositions from the overt expressivity of the romantic tradition, was also an early
modernist attitude involving the liquidation of spontaneity. We can propose that the objective
of this stance was to create an art music that was both intellectually challenging and also
‘pure’ in its ideals. In a similar scenario, Pasler notes that many ‘Wagnerians’, ‘music lovers’
and ‘professionals’ in the 1890s began to insist on music’s ritualistic nature by listening in
silence. Silence would distinguish such listeners from the ‘natural spontaneity associated with
ordinary people’, the mass society. For these groups:
[Music] was not reducible either to the banal concerns of everyday life or the
aspirations of the country, but construed as a superior kind of experience, the result
of the mind in possession of itself. [...] Like religious practice, it depended on
removing the self as the center of one’s practice, and focussing on something absent,
the composer’s concerns. For those capable of doing this, listening based on reflection
constituted an ascetic practice and implied a new morale.283

There seems to be no argument to suggest that Satie was routinely employing la blague to
mock such an idea. Instead, by gradually abstracting the rhetorical ‘impurities’ from his early
piano music, Satie was capable of using silence to emphasise the beauty of his music’s
underlying symbolism without drawing attention to the expressions of the modern self. Like
the elitist groups mentioned above, the composer at first distinguished his music from mass
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society, pursuing perhaps what he believed to be a ‘new morale’, a simplicity that would add
fresh perspective on the tradition of Western art music in the twentieth century.
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